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To Dan Cook,
You have no idea what you’ve done

and I have no idea how I’d be anywhere without
you. Everything I am can be traced back to you.

Thank you.



 

Introduction

In L. Frank Baum's book, “The Wonderful Wizard

of Oz ”, the Tin Man has a chance to tell his

story. He used to be normal - flesh and blood

like everyone else. But then he fell in love

with a girl. The girl lived with an older woman

who selfishly wanted her around the house to do

things for her. When the Tin Man confessed his

love to the girl, she said she would go with him

under one condition: that he built a better

house for the two of them to live in. The Tin

Man, being a woodsman, accepted the challenge

and began working on their new house at a

feverish pace. When the old lady found out

about the Tin Man she would not allow it, and

asked the Wicked Witch of the East to cast a

spell on the woodman and his axe.

One day, while out chopping wood, the woodsman

slipped and chopped off his leg. A blacksmith



 

repaired his leg. Then, he chopped off his

other leg, and the blacksmith repaired that. He

eventually chopped off both of his arms and his

head, all of which were repaired by the

blacksmith. He thought all the damage had been

done until once again under the witch’s spell,

he slipped and chopped his body in half. Only

this time as the blacksmith repaired him, he

left out his heart.

The Tin Man now had no heart to love with and

forgot how to love so he just kept chopping wood

until he got stuck in the rain and rusted.

He forgot how to love, and no longer cared if he

married the girl or not.

I think it is really odd that the Tin Man was,

at one point, complete and normal. He was a

human.

But once he fell in love it all went down hill

from there.

I think I have found that the story of the Tin

Man is a lot like my story. This book is about

a journey to an intimate relationship with



 

Jesus. I use a lot of relationship metaphors

and stories. I really do believe Jesus can

represent all types of love to His people, and I

can see Him trying to romance us everyday.

The Tin Man’s story is like mine because I was

born complete as well. I was fully human and

fully innocent. But love stepped through the

door and ruined everything. I became broken and

hurting, and before I knew it I had lost my own

heart. I could have easily finished this life

like a zombie, aimlessly chasing after the wind,

but I chose to go out and find my heart again.

It is in the journey that this book is written,

inside of a desperate plea for love and the need

of a Savior. I have learned however, that it

isn’t until we are completely broken and hacked

to pieces that we can fully know what it means

to have a heart again.

I began writing a lot a few years ago, and in

doing so, began to realize a trend in my words.

I realized that the more and more I wrote, the

more and more I was writing about two different

stories in the Bible. One is the story of the

garden, Adam and Eve and the fall of man. The



 

other was the story of the prodigal son in Luke

15. Even though these two stories are

completely different, the more and more I wrote,

the more and more I found myself coming back to

these two stories. I began to connect the dots

and realized that not only were these two

stories very similar in the way they take place,

but they were the story I was living as well.

Take someone who has everything they need and

enter into that story one more thing. While

reaching out to find that one more thing, I turn

my back on God and get lost in my own antics.

Luckily, I have found that the journey only

begins at this moment. And what a journey it

is.

So I hope you enjoy this book as much as I have

enjoyed writing it. I hope it finds you

somewhere in the space between here and there,

in a place between getting away and coming home.

Mitchell Richards

Yukon, Oklahoma



 

March 14, 2010

P.S.: By the way, it just seemed fitting that I

publish this book independently. I don’t know

why, but it never felt like an option to do it

any other way. That being said, I did all of

the work myself, so I apologize to all of you

grammar-Nazi’s out there who will pick apart

this book for all of the errors. I tried. If

you want to read it and send me back a copy with

all of the corrections, feel free. I will send

you another book to which you can once again

correct. If we continue the exchange of

corrected books for non-corrected books, I

assume we can just start selling those instead.
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[one] Rocky + Kim

My car was in the repair shop so I was walking

to work one morning and it was about 5:45AM. The

sun was probably making its east coast rounds

and still an hour or so away from peaking out

over the Oklahoma horizon. I was walking in a

neighborhood to avoid traffic, and when I walked

under a streetlight I saw the words "ROCKY+KIM 4

EVER" carved in the concrete. The concrete was

old and cracked, but the message was still clear

and bold, standing the test of time.

It made me wonder what had happened to Rocky and

Kim over the years since it was carved. Was the

"4 ever" still "4 ever"? Were Rocky and Kim

still Rocky and Kim? I don't think I have ever

vandalized anything other than carving my name

into a park bench once, but I can remember

scribbling "M.R. loves R.R." with a heart around

it on school binders and desks during a certain
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stage in my life. I'm sure the word forever

possibly made its way into the scribbles on

occasion as well. Well, “forever ” only lasted

a couple of months and R.R. is now R.A. because

R.R. and I broke up shortly after school started

that year because she was in high school and I

was still in middle school and she was a

cheerleader so I assume she had options. Soon

after the breakup I scribbled her name out and

added the next girl’s initials when we started

dating, I think her initials were J.S.

Rocky and Kim carved in the ground made me think

about the relationships I have been in

throughout my life. I have been in some good

ones, but mostly some pretty bad ones, and each

one had a moment in the beginning, or sometimes

towards the end, where everything was really

perfect. So perfect that if I were the

vandalizing type, I would consider etching our

initials into a fresh, wet slab of concrete to

forever prove my love for her. I assume that a

young Rocky saw this concrete slab while walking

home from school one day and decided to take a

stick and claim his undying affection for Kim.

He could have gone with "Rocky was here" and

could have marked the date, he could have gone
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with a handprint, or he could have gone with any

slew of curse words, but instead he chose love.

Not just any kind of love, this, my friends is a

"4 ever" kind of love, a kind of love that can

only be grasped by reading it years down the

road on the artistic medium of concrete.

I wonder if Rocky is still out vandalizing

freshly paved streets, declaring his love for

Kim? Is his “one and only ” still Kim? Has he

moved on? Has she moved on? Just what has

happened to Rocky and Kim?

Deep down, my gut says that Rocky and Kim are no

more. Love is a tricky thing because it exists

and doesn't exist at the same time. I find it

weird how you can feel so strongly about

something or someone one day, and only days,

weeks, or even years later forget that it ever

even happened. Childhood romances, summer

flings, and the ones that got away are carved

into our memories, waiting to be revealed under

a streetlight lit stroll. The things that we

once thought were forever have died somewhere in

between then and now. Was it all in vain? Was

the love written on the concrete not real love?

Or did Rocky and Kim simply just stop loving
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each other

I hate to drop the bomb here, but love sucks.

We use metaphors and similes for relationships

because they are the only things that can

describe them. We write songs and poetry

because they can take us to a place that spoken

word simply cannot take us to in regards to

love. In good feelings and in bad,

relationships are gut wrenching and risky, and

they are filled with joy and heartache. I have

been in a lot of relationships in my life, and

up to this point none of them have worked out.

I can remember my first girlfriend, the first

time I held hands with a girl, and my first

kiss, but a lot of my relationships have become

just a blur of happy times that eventually led

to me crying into my pillow. I remember the

first time I got dumped and the first girl I

said, “I love you” to. I am not proud of all

of the relationships I have been in; I am kind

of that guy who bounces from relationship to

relationship, always in love and always putting

everything into the relationship only to have it

go up in flames. Since I was banking on this

one to be the one, I turn into a complete wreck

post-breakup. I used to always wonder why I am
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the way I am with girls and relationships, but

not too long ago I started to realize what was

happening:

The dysfunction of my romantic relationships was

a microcosm of my dysfunctional relationship

with God.

I have heard it said that love is hell, and I

can’t really disagree. Just as romantic

relationships and love are risky for us, I am

slowly beginning to realize that love is risky

for God as well. I began to wonder if a lot of

the emotions I have felt over years after being

dumped were a lot like the feelings God gets

when we decide to “ dump ” Him. Love isn't just

flowers and candy, and love isn’t just graffiti

on the street. Love is a mutual and beautiful

and stupid thing that hurts and feels good all

at once. When love is good, love is good for

both of the lovers involved, but when love is

bad, it's bad for all involved and the same is

true with our relationship with God.

I dated a girl for nearly three years and it

finally came to an end one summer evening. As

you could imagine, it was pretty devastating.
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My mother woke me up the morning after to tell

me that someone had dropped of a garbage bag

full of stuff by my car. It was my stuff. T-

shirts, pictures of happier times, mix tapes,

and random gifts that she had acquired after

three years of a relationship all crammed into a

single black trash bag. My heart sank; well

actually I think it may have stopped, because I

realized that the girl didn't love me anymore.

It was a punch to the guts. I don’t know why

God would allow us to get this feeling in or

guts, and part of me hopes you know what I mean,

but the other part of me wishes no one would

ever have to endure that feeling. Somewhere in

our DNA or nervous system the feeling of love

lost is forever etched in to our being.

I wonder how many times I've made God feel that

way by showing up on His doorstep one night and

plopping a garbage bag full of memories of

happier times and then walking away. The truth

is, I have a lot of memories with God and I’ve

spent a good chunk of my life claiming to be a

Christian, so I do love God and I really have no

idea where I’d be in my life without Him, but I

am a really terrible lover. I’ve been in and

out of relationships with girls my entire life
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and recently have to the realization that this

off-and-on-again thing is just a mirror for my

off-and-on-again thing with God. I’m not saying

that I don’t want to be with God for the rest of

my life, I am just saying that something else

inside of me is pushing me toward distractions

and other lovers. I’d be lying if I didn’t tell

you that I have broken up with girls for wanting

to be with another girl and that I am the same

way with God. Thankfully, I’ve never cheated on

a girl, but I cannot say the same in my

relationship with God. I’ve been dumped for

being a bad boyfriend but luckily God has never

dumped me even though He has every right to. I

am a terrible lover of Jesus.

But a lover I am.

Do you ever wonder if God has ever wanted to

take back the promise He made after He flooded

the world? After He sent the rainbow to say

that He won't get all cranky and destroy it

again? Do you ever wonder if God wants to start

clean again just because of the way we treat

Him? To put it in relationship terms, do you

think God ever wants a break? My instincts say

no, but He did it once, why wouldn’t He do it
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again? How much worse could things have been

back then than they are right now? I think God

could have broken up with us a long time ago but

for some reason, despite our shortcomings and

player-like ways, God is still faithful. God

should dump us every time we reach for that

forbidden fruit from the tree in the middle of

the garden, the one that mirrors the tree in the

center of our everyday lives. God should dump

us every time we sin or anytime He is not at the

center, yet He doesn’t. For some strange

reason, one I suppose I will never understand,

God is a fantastic lover to us and yet we are

the ones who break up with Him. God is the one

carving “God + Mitchell 4 ever ” out on the

concrete of our driveways. He is the one

writing love notes to us and leaving them under

our windshield wipers in the middle of the

night. He is the one who gives us everything we

need, and sometimes even the things we just

want; yet we leave Him. We do not return the

favor and we do not return the romance.

A few years ago, I had a favorite pair of shoes

that I lovingly referred to as “ My Chucks. ”

They were a gift from an ex-girlfriend in high
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school, but that is not why they were my

favorite. They were my favorite because they

were old, smelly, and broken-in. No matter how

much cleaner you use on your sneakers, nothing

beats a pair of old broken-in shoes that you can

do anything in. These shoes had been to work

with me, seen some of my favorite bands in

concert, and been involved in many of my all

time favorite memories. Their appearance backs

up the track record: multiple holes in the

fabric, discoloration, broken shoelaces, places

where rubber has melted, and do I need to

mention the smell?

A few years ago, I had a favorite pair of shoes,

but one day I went looking for them and couldn't

find them. Gone. Vanished. My first thought

was Libyan terrorists, but they were nowhere to

be found. I asked my friends in hopes that I

had left them in someone’s car or in one of

their houses but nothing. I searched every nook

and cranny of my house and dorm room but still,

nothing. My favorite shoes were gone forever.

There is a room in my house that used to be my

brother's room, but once he moved away to

college quickly became the “everything else ”
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room; old clothes, my attempt at making a

homemade beanbag chair, some old magazines and

books, and other useless junk had literally

taken over the room. I was in this room years

later looking for some old t-shirts or something

when I stumbled upon a suitcase that I thought

to be empty. When I picked it up to throw it

across the room I felt that there was something

in it and so I unzipped it to find three things:

a V-neck shirt I had painted a design on

(clean), a pair of matching socks (clean, and

practically gold for a bachelor), and my

favorite pair of shoes, the chucks (dirty). Not

only did I no longer have to do laundry that

day, but I had also found my long-lost shoes.

At this point I had forgotten that they had ever

even existed. So immediately, I put on the socks

and shoes and sat down to just stare at my old

friends. They fit perfectly, preserved in time

inside the suitcase, undisturbed for nearly two

years. As I starred at my shoes, reminiscing

about all the good times we had through the

years, I was also thinking about something very

scary.

At what point did I give up the search for my

favorite shoes? When did I decide that they
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were gone forever? Even scarier, when came the

day that I forgot they even existed?

Fortunately I quickly became re-occupied with

making new memories with my shoes. Concerts and

road trips have since filled in the gaps of time

that the suitcase had taken away. The funny

thing is, I have no idea why they were in the

suitcase to begin with, I hadn't been on a

vacation in years and have had no reason to use

that suitcase. Now it is as if those two years

never happened.

I wonder if God ever gives up looking for us

when we break up with Him and leave Him standing

on the front porch with a bag full of our old

stuff.

If my story teaches me anything, it is that I am

a complete screw up, and will keep screwing up

and breaking up with God until the day I die.

If my story teaches me anything, it is that I

spend more time running from God and trying to

hide my crap from Him rather than just manning

up and giving it to Him. If my story teaches me

anything, it is that I am a lost pair of old

shoes, with many miles of wear and tear on them,
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but with many miles left with a God desperately

searching to find them.

I think it is our human nature to get lost from

time to time. We are human and therefore we are

not perfect. We will split from God every once

in a while when things get too serious and we

will get lost in the process. Sometimes, the

longer we stay away from God the more we think

He might be angry with us, so that if and when

we do come back to Him he might be a little

upset. I’ve broken up with God so many times in

my life, thinking that I could go find a better

lover somewhere else, but I always return from

my runaway a little better off than when I left

Him. There is, however, a difference between

being lost and hiding. If we think we can do

better on our own or that there is something

better for us out there, we will get lost; but

if we feel that God is angry with us, we will

try to hide the fact that we are indeed lost,

like a man who won’t admit he is lost while

driving. The first thing Adam did in the garden

after he ate the fruit that God had told him not

to was hide. By eating the fruit, Adam was

essentially breaking up with God for the very

first time. Adam and God had walked in the
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garden together and shared many things together,

but eating the fruit was Adam’s way of turning

his back and thinking that there was something

better out there. The tendencies of Adam have

been passed down through from generation to

generation all the way up until right now. I am

a lot like Adam, and so are you. When things

get tough and I fail, I will undoubtedly run and

hide with my tail tucked between my legs. When

confrontation comes I avoid it, especially

confrontation with God.

But God is graceful, and He has yet to leave us

no matter how many times we have left Him.

Jesus told a story about a son who went to his

father to ask for his inheritance, only to blow

the money it in the city, forcing himself to

come home broke and ashamed. The father does a

beautiful thing once the boy comes back by

accepting the son in and by throwing a big party

for him, almost as if the whole thing had never

happened.

I would have a hard time worshipping a God who

would never let lost ones return. He made us

imperfect so why would he expect perfection from
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us? I can get behind a God who says, “You were

lost but now found - broken, now complete - and

I will love you forever and there is nothing you

can do about that. ” God’s promise may not

carved on our driveway in wet cement, but it is

carved all throughout creation, a creation that

screams of His grace.

A couple of weeks after noticing the “Rocky +

Kim 4 ever ” carving, I met a new friend Elle,

who come to find out, lived in the house it was

carved in front of. You’ll meet Elle later.
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[two] Chasing Sunset

Sometimes in relationships, people who ask too

many questions ruin the whole thing. I think

that with God we then to get bogged down with

silly questions and forget the whole point of

who He is and how He loves us. I have this bad

habit of not letting relationships with girls

just be. As a guy, there is a huge pressure of

making sure that everything is okay and I have

this weird habit of wanting to know every detail

of every thought that is swirling around in the

girl’s mind. Which, as you may know, is

impossible.

The knowledge of what she is thinking is useful,

but I assume it could get really annoying.

I just want everything to be perfect, you know?

I just want her to be happy because I am happy,

but every little sad or frustrated expression on
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her face tends to be blown up out of proportion

because I don’t realize that she is on her

period or having a bad day or something, so the

gesture must mean I am doing something wrong.

As Christians I think all we want to do is make

sure that God loves us in the same way I just

want to make sure the girl loves me. So we

analyze, over think, and eventually overcorrect

the simplicity of being loved by always wanting

to know where God thinks that all of this is

going.

I dated this girl once…

She was one of the prettiest girls I had ever

talked to, much less "hit on ”, so I found

myself strangely intimidated by this girl, which

rarely happens. I play the shy card a lot, but

this one actually made me shy at first. I will

admit that we didn't hit it off right from the

get-go, but the more we hung out the more we

began finishing one another’s sentences and all

that cheesy stuff that happens when people start

falling for each other. When we first started

hanging out there were no romantic feelings for

one another and it was kind of awkward because I

wasn’t sure what to do with someone who was so
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pretty. Don’t get me wrong, I thought she was

awesome and a really great friend, but I didn’t

feel intensely romantic about her like I had

with other girls. It was kind of a shock. I

usually fall in love really fast with these

types of girls. We ended up dating for a while,

and by dating I guess I mean we just hung out.

We watched movies and went to dinner a couple of

times, but nothing ever got too serious. We

started hanging out more and more as time went

on and even kissed a few times, but again it was

really more awkward than anything else. One

evening after she got off of work, she told me

to meet her at this random spot in town and for

me to hurry. I met her at the spot and before I

could turn off my car and get out to walk to her

car, she had sped off chasing the sunset. We

went down a series of country roads and I

remember losing her in the dust that our cars

were stirring up. At one point the dust in the

air became so bad that when I came to a

crossroads I had to call her because I had no

idea where she had gone. I drove up slowly to

the place where she had stopped. The evening

was cool because winter was just around the

corner and when I stepped out of my car, I

realized why she made me follow her to this
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particular place. We were off on the side of

the road looking at a clearing. Trees lined the

country road up to this point and the dense

woods stopped for about a hundred yards or so in

this clearing, and continued on down the road.

The sun had synced up its setting with the

clearing and we sat on a fence and talked about

God and how our lives ended had up to where they

were. The sky faded from yellow to orange and

then into a shade of pink that I had never seen

before, and once more changed to a deep but

vibrant purple. That week I had started a new

habit of naming sunrises while driving to work,

I told her about this and she wanted me to name

this sunset.

“ Mood Ring. ” I said.

“ Why Mood Ring? ” She asked.

I pointed behind her, away from where the sun

was setting in the clearing because the purples

stretched all the way around us in the sky and

connected in the east. It looked like a mood

ring. It was crazy to be able to watch a

gorgeous sunset with such a great friend, just

as the stars had begun to come out.
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We decided after it was completely dark to go

get some food, so we went to an old diner in the

next town over that neither one of us had been

to before. I remember it was a night when we

just slowed down and didn’t say much. For once,

I stopped wondering about what to say or how to

make the next move because I felt like I just

wanted to enjoy the moment. After dinner and

scaring off some stray cats in the alley, we sat

in my car and listened to music while we talked

away the night.

It was in my car where I accidentally told her

that I loved her.

It was an accident because it wasn't apart of

the plan for that evening; rather it was just a

revelation that slipped out of my lips. It

wasn't that I didn't mean it, just that I didn't

want to mean it. Not at that particular moment

anyway. So I tried covering up my tracks, but

to no avail, I said it and I couldn’t hide it.

This girl was really different than anyone else

I had ever been with. Again, I have that bad

habit of asking a lot of questions in the
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relationship because I always want to know

exactly what is going on with the other person's

feelings and emotions, especially the feelings

and emotions directed toward me. In other

words, I have to know what is going on and I

have to have it all figured out. For some

reason though, in this one beautiful snapshot of

my life, I didn’t need to know all of the

answers. I didn’t care about all of the

questions I had because I could tell she was

relaxed and happy. After the night was over we

kissed and it was one of my favorite kisses of

all time because it wasn’t awkward anymore.

In relationships, I don't like grey area.

I had a conversation one of my good friends,

Hannah, on the subject of girls and me. I told

her that I thought that maybe the reason girls

dump me after x amount of months or I dump them

after x amount of months was because I do

everything right. I know exactly when to say

the right thing and when to make the romantic

gesture. I know what girls want to hear and

when they want to hear it. It is almost like a

formula. When you are dating a girl, you do

this and this and you get this result. I'm not
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proud of it, but it's almost as if I can make

girls fall in love with me. I can’t remember

the last time I was in a relationship that the

two of us didn’t say I love you to one another.

I know just about every girl wants to be told

that they are loved, but when you do it so often

to so many different people it begins to skew

your view of love. Plus, I have had such a bad

track record with girls it was almost as though

I told them I loved them because I wanted the

security of being loved in return – or at least

being told I was loved. Telling girls that you

love them is almost like marking off another

point on the checklist of things to do with a

girl before you get married.

 You meet.

 You date.

 You do cutesy stuff.

 You get serious.

 You decide you might love her.

 You tell her you love her.

Like I said, I know just what to say and when to

say it, but worst of all I know how to make a

girl’s heart flutter. After time though, after

things settle down and one of us realizes that
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this isn't what it was all cracked up to be. We

realize that things got too serious too fast and

that there is no more mystery left in the

relationship, that there is no uncharted

territory, and that there are no steps that had

been left un-stepped. It wasn’t really a rut

because you can get out of ruts, it was more

like a relationship based on a formula and it

wasn’t rooted in anything but x’s and y’s. You

can do all the right steps and check all of the

boxes you want to in a relationship, but since

it is not a formula you will always end up going

about the relationship wrong. Formulas are full

of crap, and I realize now that this is why all

of my relationships are full of that very same

thing.

This relationship was different because I never

used the formulas. After we met and things

didn't exactly click on a romantic level, I just

stopped trying. I didn't say all the right

things and didn’t make all of the right moves

because I didn’t want to. The dates we went

out on always felt like hanging out more than

trying to woo someone. I never started asking

questions about what she felt and whom she felt

it for because I didn’t have any questions. I
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never asked about where we wanted to go together

because I didn’t think it was going anywhere.

But that evening I realized that we were heading

somewhere and for the first time I didn’t care

where it was. For once in my life I stopped

caring about the how and the why of formulas and

just let go.

When I decided to let go of formulas strangest

thing happened - I got swept off of my feet.

I realized that I was caught up in a storm that

had been brewing behind me the whole time. I

felt the breeze and the calm, but once I looked

back to see the storm, it was too late because

it was already on its way. Instead of checking

the radar or turning on the news to find out

where the storm was coming from, where it was

headed, or what feelings the storm had for me, I

just let the storm take me where it wanted to

take me.

In The Message, a verse in Matthew 11 uses the

phrase "Learn the unforced rhythms of grace." I

really think that is delightful because in order

to really learn something you almost have to

force it into your mind. Whether it is facts
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for a test or steps to a dance, to learn it is

to drill the information in. In the case of the

Matthew 11 verse, the learning is unforced, you

just have to pick up your feet and let the dance

dance itself.

I think we can learn a lot about God by the way

we live out our romantic relationships. I

realize now that there was a time in my life

when I just wanted to know everything there was

to know about God. I wanted an explanation of

the whys and the hows of life, but now I have

just learned to take up my feet and be swept

away in His grace and mercy. The Counting Crows

have a lyric in their song "A Long December"

that says, "and all at once you look across a

crowded room to see the way that light attaches

to a girl." We will never be able to explain

why, when a girl walks into a room, we get

strange feelings. We might be able to explain

how the chemicals in our bodies are react and

produce the feeling of warm fuzzies and the

science of it all, but I don't think we will

ever know why. Why do I choose to have a crush

on this girl and not that girl? The same goes

for God. We will never know why He chooses to

sweep us off of our feet, and we will never know
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why He chooses us to be His people. We will

never know why bad things happen, and we will

never know the answers to the million other

questions we think we want to ask God when we

get to heaven. I think the minute we start

pursuing those answers is the exact minute

things begin to go downhill for us because we

are trying to solve the mystery. Maybe we tell

God that we love Him for the simple reason that

we feel like we have to, that it is the next

natural step in the process or formula to being

a Christian.

Instead of trying to figure Him out, we just

need to be swept away and need to "learn the

unforced rhythms of grace" and just dance to

them. We need to watch the sunset and not say a

word to one another and just take it all in.

Like I learned with dating that girl, don't ruin

an amazing thing by trying to figure it out,

just chase it. (in the end, the girl and I

decided that we would just make better friends,

but she will always have a special place in my

heart.)

I wish I would have figured all of that out

sooner, but I suppose that half of the fun of
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living is living in the mystery, right?

I grew up in a traditional, Baptist church and

when I decided to become a Christian I was kind

of left hanging out in the dark. I had a lot of

questions on my mind and a lot of well-intending

people with attempts at answers. I felt like I

needed to do something, or to be something, but

I felt like I was being looked down on for

feeling that way or that I was asking the wrong

questions. I felt like I needed to make an

impact, so they told me that if I wanted to make

an impact then I should get rid of my "non-

Christian" music. I remember getting home from

church camp and putting all my “non-Christian ”

music into a black trash bag and throwing it all

away. Goodbye Kid Rock and Eminem. (In this lone

case they did save me from some really terrible

music, and I’m not talking about language, how

did I ever listen to that?) I started listening

to Christian radio stations (not any better

musically) and shopping at Christian bookstores.

With no more Satan music to distract me, I was

well on my way to making the impact I wanted to,

except now they told me to not have sex and so I

signed about five different True Love Waits

commitment cards and even had a purity ring.
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They even wanted me to read this book that

talked about not dating girls. They told me to

not drink alcohol and to not play Mortal Kombat

video games because they were too bloody and

apparently that's a sin too. They said to not

watch too much TV, especially South Park or

Beavis and Butthead. They said to not smoke

cigarettes because Jesus didn't and to hate gay

people because they thought Jesus did. Once I

got all of these steps down they told me to not

talk to people who did any of these things and

to go to church every time the doors were open

because it was safe there. They said to not get

tattoos because there was some verse about

markings in Leviticus - or something. Oh, and

they said to pray seven times a day to not

forget to read the entire Bible in a year –

every year.

I had spent a big chunk of my early Christian

life listening to what they had to say and

trying to check off all of the tasks on the

checklist that they had given me, instead of

listening to what He had to say and the

relationship He was inviting me into. It seemed

as though every time I walked into the church’s

open doors, I found myself adding to the
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checklist.

I was doing formulas and juggling a checklist

while God was whispering in my ear the entire

time. Once Christianity became a never-ending

checklist for me, I spent so much time adding

tasks and checking them off and never finding

the relationship God was calling me into. I do

think that some of what they had to say was

helpful, they were terrific guardrails, but I

also think that they were missing out on

something. They made the checklist the point

when in fact it is the relationship that is the

point. They had made true religion into

something that involved jumping through hoops

instead of something that changed the world

around them.

The problem with checklist-Christianity is that

you end up feeling like a failure a lot of the

time. You look at your checklist and realize

that you have a long list of things Christian

preachers have told you to do and told you not

to do. I was proud of my checklist: I didn't

drink, and bragged about it to my Christian

friends as if it was the boy scouts and I got a

badge for whatever task I checked off. I didn't
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smoke, I was a virgin, and I was anti-gay, and

so on down the list. Check. Check. Check. But I

still had this feeling that I wasn't good enough

and that I was always missing a task to check

off. I began reading the Bible and trying to

dissect it, hoping that I would find some

promise or revelation that held the key to the

checklist. I read in between the lines of the

scripture and somehow got convinced that when it

says that God loved us it actually said God

would love us if… When you live as a checklist-

Christian you begin to discover there a lot of

things to add to your list.

But something was still missing. Something was

still off. I was trying to check things off,

and while realize that some of these things were

good for me; I also realize that this is not how

Christianity is. Whenever I decide to love a

girl, I don’t hand her a checklist of

requirements in order for her to love me back.

I don’t say she has to do certain things in

order for me to love her and I don’t think God

does that either.

Checklists are void of love.
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I was talking to a dear friend one night and we

were sitting in the parking lot of Cracker

Barrel, and she was going through a hard time in

a relationship she was in at the time and she

asked me what I thought she should do. I told

her that I thought he was making her jump

through hoops and leading her on to some sort of

reward after all the hoops had been jumped

through, and once through that she would finally

receive his love. I went on to tell her that

her relationship was more like a method or a

checklist of things that needed to be done

before the relationship would feel right. She

began to tear up and I hugged her, and as I did

I realized what I had said to her was a lot like

my checklist relationship I was having with God.

So I began to tear up as well. I assured her

that real love does not work in the form of

checklists and methods, I then assured myself on

the drive home that night that real love, God’s

love, does not work in the form of checklists

and methods either.

I realized that I had been treating God like

that and even worse, I had been thinking that

God was treating me like that. As if I were a

child and God was a father assigning chores for
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me to complete before He would read me a bedtime

story. I thought that I had to do this checklist

in order for God to love me and while I had

acquired a really thorough checklist, I still

did not feel God's love. It's not that the love

wasn’t there, I just wasn't tapping into it

because I was expecting him to read me a story

when my checklist was complete, but in reality

God was whispering our story in my ear the

entire time. My checklists were just drowning

out His voice. With checklist-Christianity your

checklist is never complete, so I was waiting

for something that was never going to happen nor

was it ever supposed to happen. I kept looking

for the next step or the next goal to check off

my list, so I tried reading my Bible more but it

didn't help and I tried praying more but that

didn't help either.

I realize now that I was going about a

relationship with God all-wrong. Jesus loves me,

and love is not found in checklist-Christianity.

Love is found in relationship. I wanted a

checklist-Christianity because, just as I do

with girls, I want to be able to know just what

is going on and what the next step is. I want

to know where all of this is a going and I want
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to know what she thinks about me. I always

assumed that every time I checked something off

my list God would be happy with me, but I think

every time I did He just desired me that much

more.

“ Are you tired? Worn out? Burned out on

religion? Come to me. Get away with me and

you’ll recover your life. I’ll show you how to

take a real rest. Walk with me and work with me

– watch how I do it. Learn the unforced rhythms

of grace. I won’t lay anything heavy or ill-

fitting on you. Keep company with me and you’ll

learn to live freely and lightly.” (Matthew

11:28-30 The Message)

To me, that sounds like an invitation directly

from Jesus to throw away our checklists and

formulas and just walk with Him in the garden

and in relationship.
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[three] The One That Got Away

After a month of dating, Leslie broke up with

me. It was the 8th grade and we were in the

courtyard after lunch when her friend approached

me to deliver the message. Leslie didn’t even

have the guts to tell me face to face.

She was cute, skinny, had dark hair and a lot of

freckles and I was in shock that she had thrown

in the towel so early in our relationship. Of

course, I wasn't the best boyfriend in the

world. I never sat with her at lunch and can

only recall talking to her on the phone once or

twice during the month of our middle school

romance, and I never wrote her love notes, or

any notes for that matter. To the untrained eye

it would appear as though Leslie and I were not

even together. We never held hands and I never

walked her to class, even the classes we had

together.
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So you are probably wondering why I was so

shocked when she broke up with me.

Well, that is because I didn't even know we were

together.

Apparently, a month before the big breakup in

the courtyard I was to have received a note. I

assume the contents of that note went something

like this:

"Dear Mitch,

I like you. Do you like me? Will you be my

boyfriend? Circle your answer and return the

note.

Yes. No. Maybe.

Yours Always,

Leslie

PS- I think you're hott."

Maybe I embellished the last part, but you never

know because I never knew because I never
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received the note. I never circled yes, and in

turn never circled no. Very few things make

sense when you are in the 8th grade, but I am

still a little baffled on how I managed to get

dumped this time. Since I had never received

the note I never accepted or declined the offer,

but it somehow got back to Leslie that my answer

was yes, which it wasn't nor would it have been.

How I managed to maintain a “healthy

relationship ” with Leslie for an entire month

without even talking to her still

confuses/impresses me. I am not ashamed

however, because a month is a long time

especially when you are in 8th grade, so I must

be a really nice guy if I can keep a girlfriend

for that long with zero interaction.

I think sometimes that’s how I feel my

relationship with God is. At some point

throughout my life God wrote me a love note

asking me if I wanted to be with Him, and

somewhere through the course of life the note

got lost in the shuffle. I think God sends

clear invitations throughout our lives, asking

us to join Him in romance and holding hands and

late night movies, and I think deep down we want
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to join Him on these dates, these glimpses of

Heaven and companionship, but instead we are off

making our own memories with other lovers. I

think the difference with God and Leslie is that

I said yes to God once and then tried to forget

that it ever happened. I said yes to God once

only to find myself a month later back with my

old lovers and rebounds making a mess of things.

I said yes to God once but I think my fingers

were crossed behind my back thinking that if I

said yes at that moment that I could dupe God

into believing our romance was real. Truth be

told, I think I broke up with God a long time

ago. I think I stopped wanting Him and stopped

longing for Him around the time life got fun and

easy.

But unfortunately for me and my fun and easy

life, God never left me.

God makes for a really annoying ex-girlfriend.

He is the one who sends texts and leaves

voicemails in the middle of the night and He is

the one that while you are off at the store with

your new fling, makes eye contact with you from

down the isle, eye contact that reminds you of

the love you threw away a few summers ago.
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…

In the early 1920’s, there was a Latvian man

named Ed. Ed was in love with a girl named

Agnes. She was 16 and they were to be married in

Latvia, but the night before the wedding, for

reasons unknown, Agnes got cold feet and left

Ed. Heartbroken, he moved to America to start a

new life and a plan to one day win Agnes back.

He came down with tuberculosis and doctors told

him to move to Florida because the climate was

more ideal for his condition, so he settled in

Florida City and just like every other heart

broken male in history, he began building a

castle.

Ed single handedly carved enormous structures of

out the coral rock found in the area. Giant

stones combining in weight to 1,100 tons in all

shapes and sizes: chairs, beds, thrones,

telescopes, walls, moons and stars all decorated

what Ed would call Stone Gate Park. (Later to be

named The Coral Castle) These objects are not

hand held carvings but rather huge statues, one

weighing 30 tons and others 25 feet tall,

including a 9 ton revolving door that is so
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perfectly balanced that it can be pushed open by

a child. Ed created the entire castle alone and

no one was ever allowed to see him work. It was

a mystery how such a small sickly man created

these amazing structures all by himself and with

only handmade tools. Some say Ed used magnetic

currents, others say he had special powers, and

even some believed he had aliens help him build

it. However, Ed would simply say that it was a

labor of love for his Agnes and left all of the

questions unanswered.

In 1936 Ed realized that Florida City was not

the best place for a castle to be, so he single-

handedly took all 1,100 tons of rock and moved

them ten miles north to Homestead. It was in

Homestead that the castle became open to the

public and where Ed would give personal tours of

his castle, telling everyone about his lost

love. He built the castle for Agnes, hoping

that one day she would learn of his gift to her

and come see it and to finally set the happily

ever after in motion.

I couldn’t imagine the heartache Ed went through

as he patiently waited for Agnes to come to the

castle he had built for her. I wonder what went
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through his mind when he would come around a

corner to see the backside of a woman, thinking

that it was Agnes, until she turned around to

reveal herself to be only a tourist. I can’t

imagine the lonely nights of carving and lifting

rocks, hoping that the next day his Agnes would

come through the door.

In 1951, Ed died at the age of 64 and Agnes had

never come to visit the castle.

Talk about heartbreak. Talk about that feeling

in your gut that you can’t shake because you

love someone so much but they don’t return that

love.

Think of it like this: to God, you are like

Agnes; you are the one that got away. You are

the one that turned your back and left the night

before the wedding. God is the one that punched

a hole in the wall and cried in His pillow. You

are the one that came by a few days later to

give God His stuff back. He is the one that

still has the pictures and homemade presents

stashed in His closet. You are the one that

bailed on Him and He is the one that is building

castles and painting sunsets for you in hopes
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you remember your once real love. You are the

one who runs around behind His back while He is

the one left with that sickening feeling in His

stomach.

God is crazy about us, but sometimes we are too

busy running around with other lovers to realize

it. God sits and waits at home on weekend

nights going through picture books of dances and

dates we've shared, while we go waste our love

on things less meaningful. God doesn't care

that you broke up with Him because He has never

stopped loving you. He knows you will return.

When God said forever, He meant forever. I

would argue that, like Leslie, we don’t even

have the guts to break up with God face to face,

so we just walk out, take our things back, and

leave.

I think God leaves His toothbrush in our

bathrooms because every time I try to forget

about our romance, He leaves little reminders of

our love in friendly smiles, hot cups of tea,

and front porch conversations.

I don't think I will ever get tired of hearing

about how God loves us. God's love for us is
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such a beautiful picture that is painted with

wide brush strokes with fine details that leave

subtle hints and bold exclamations about His

love for us on the canvas. We have to turn our

heads and look away because we know exactly what

He is doing - God’s love is a definitive blur

that comes into our line of sight and tries to

remind us of our old romance with Him. We

continually look away because we are trying to

ignore Him and His potential for us because we

know that when we look at Him directly in the

eyes we will become weak in the knees and fall

for Him all over again.

To God, we are the ones that got away. We are

the promised love that fell short and got cold

feet.

One day we will realize that the lovers we have

rebounded with, the ones we have tried to fill

the God shaped void in our lives with, are the

very things that are numbing us to God's love.

Rebounds are getting our attention and

distracting our gaze when it should be focused

directly and solely on God's eyes. We are

lusting after rebounds while we should be

getting lost in His beauty. Rebounds won't look
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us in the eye but God will, and that scares us.

The only thing worse about feeling lonely after

a break up is the knowing that at one point you

felt complete. The same is true with our

relationship with God; nothing burns more than

coming to the realization that you had

everything you needed right there and you failed

to deliver. You had everything you could ask

for in a beautiful romance, but one day it just

wasn't working out and it didn’t seem like it

was enough. Your heart somehow makes its way to

your throat then drops down into your stomach

and you are left knowing that you walked away

from real love.

I've been dumped a few times in my life…a lot of

times actually. The ones that hurt the worst

are the ones that are unexpected. One week you

are talking about forever with her and the next

week she dumps you. You want to get mad but you

realize you do this with God on a regular basis

and that pain is so much worse than any earthly

love pain. You talk about forever with God one

week, but once someone new or something else

comes along that sounds more interesting we

leave the next chance we get.
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God still means forever and God still wants us

back. God waits for us at home while we are out

with skanks and He still longs for us. Swim in

the fact that there is nothing you can do to

make God stop loving you. Even though we have

turned our backs and walked away, even though we

sleep with other lovers and live in filth, God

still loves us. Even though we lie and talk bad

behind His back, He still loves us.

Unconditionally and forever.

God makes for a really bad ex-girlfriend, but at

the same time we make for really bad lovers. We

lie and we cheat, but for some reason God

forgives and still wants us - even when we don't

want Him.

Sometimes, in order to better understand the end

we must know the beginning:

Adam.

Adam is the original one that got away. He

snuck behind God's back and sinned in the garden

forever changing the course of history.
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Adam.

Just as a young man gets his manliness passed on

to him by his father, we get our sketchiness

passed down to us from Adam.

In the beginning everything was great. Adam was

naming the animals, tending to the garden, and

swimming in the streams. Then, God made Eve and

they ran and played together in the fields and

enjoyed themselves in the fruits and veggies

while God looked on, pleased with His

creation. And we all know the story from here

on out. Eve eats the bright red apple and

realizes she is not in fact “ dead ”, and

convinces Adam to do the same.

The Bible contains over 1100 chapters, spread

throughout 66 books. Man and woman enter into

the picture late in the first chapter and early

in the second and by the time the third chapter

of the entire Bible is finished, man and woman

have already screwed the whole thing up.

Doesn’t that just sum up the whole human

struggle right there?

Do you remember the first thing Adam and Eve
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realized after they ate the fruit that God had

told them not to?

They realized that they were naked.

This is interesting because up to this point we

had no idea that they were naked. I assume we

imagine God had them in their fig leave dresses

with strategically placed leaves covering up

their naughty bits from the very get go, but

this is not the case. There is no mention of

them being naked because there is no need to

mention it. They were naked because it was the

way they were meant to be. I think we read this

passage in Genesis, entitled in most Bibles as

“ The Fall ”, and easily skip by the “realizing

they were naked ” part. However, I think it is

not only essential to the story, but also

essential to our story as well.

Now for me, I still have a few questions:

Why were they naked to begin with?

Why did it take eating the fruit to finally

realize that they were naked?

How did they even know what nudity was? Why did
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they feel the urge to cover up certain parts of

their body but not others? What made them think

that some parts are more important than others?

Why did they go hide after all of this?

I wonder if, before the whole fruit incident,

Adam and Eve were happy. In my mind I always

imagine the two of them very relaxed and not

smiling. Eve would walk through the trees with

her long hair covering her breasts just as Adam

stood perfectly positioned behind a pear tree to

cover up his junk. But really, were they

happy? Did they understand God’s love at this

point in their story? Did they understand that

they were the only people around and that God

made them in His image?

One thing is for sure - Adam and Eve were both

naked.

I hate being naked.

I used to wonder why I hated being naked; I just

figured that I didn’t want other people to see

my privates. One summer when I was at home from

college my mother was living in an apartment in

downtown Oklahoma City. There was one bathroom
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in the apartment and a couple of hours after my

mom would leave for work I would wake up and

take a shower. In order to take a shower I

would first have to do a few things before I

felt safe. I would go lock the front door. Now

that I was the only person in the apartment, and

assuring that no one else was coming in I went

into the bathroom. Now, the bathroom was in two

parts; the first part was the sink area that you

had to walk through a door to get into. I would

lock this door behind me. Then, to get into the

shower and toilet area you had to walk through

another door. I would lock this door behind me

as well. Three locked doors separated me from

the world. It was only then that I could take

off my clothes and get in the shower.

I used to think I had a fear of being naked, but

I don’t think that is the case, I have found

that I have a fear of being exposed.

When Adam and Eve ate the fruit they immediately

knew that they had screwed up. They realized

that they were naked and scurried off to go

cover themselves. It wasn’t the nakedness that

made them do this; it was the feeling of being

exposed. They knew that as soon as they bit

down on that fruit that they had turned their
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backs on God.

I wonder how long the taste of fruit lingered on

their lips. I wonder how long the flavor of the

juice numbed their tongue with its new taste.

They covered their bodies because they knew the

moment they sinned that they had something to

hide. Rushing to put on clothes was an

outwardly expression of their inward struggle of

sin. I think they felt that knot in there

stomach and knew that they couldn’t let God find

out what they had done. I think the physical

pains they were experiencing were new to them. I

think the moment they ate the fruit they became

more in tune with their bodies because their

insides were making strange sensations they had

never felt before. I think the feelings Adam

and Eve were having are the same feelings we

have today when love goes wrong for us. I think

the stress overwhelmed them so bad that they

went to put clothes on because they couldn’t

stand the guilt. All of a sudden they had

something to hide, and even though it was an

inward struggle, they chose to show it outwardly

by covering up their naked bodies because they

had never felt that feeling before. It is in

our DNA to have our guts wrenched when we do
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something wrong and when we are hurting, and

Adam and Eve’s hiding and putting on clothes was

the beginning of all of that.

We can relate to how Adam and Eve felt when they

first sinned because we go through that feeling

a lot, but can you imagine how God must have

felt? What went through His mind? If we feel

bad when we do wrong, how do you think God feels

when His creation does something wrong against

Him?

I think as people we still face this problem.

We have inward struggles and try to cover them

up with outward expressions. We wear nice

clothes, we drive fancy cars, and we have

accessories to distract one another. We talk

about the weather because nobody wants to talk

about the storms inside of our hearts and how we

turn our backs on God.

What is unfortunate about the whole issue is

that we all sin and instead of living in that

fact, we hide in that fact. We have become

professional hiders and camouflage artists as we

try to hide our junk from the people around us.

We live in constant fear that as Christians we

will be exposed for what we really are. This
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fear eats us alive because we are not supposed

to live like this, because we were not meant to

live in hiding. We hide our sins because, just

like Adam and Eve, we have no idea what to do

with the gut wrenching feelings we get. We were

made to be running through the garden naked, but

instead by our own choosing, we cover up and

hide in the bushes and hope that no one sees

us. We were made to skinny dip in the streams

of the garden, but instead we hide in the bushes

and cover up with leaves.

As Christians, our lives have become more about

hiding our sins from one another than spending

time with our Creator. It has become more about

hiding and less about serving. More about

changing our clothes and less about examining

what is going on inside of us. We have been

trained for thousands of years to hide those

gut-wrenching feelings instead of expressing the

pain. We spend all of our time creating new

hiding spots in the garden (as if God doesn’t

know where we are) rather than enjoying the

fruit that God has set out for us in that

garden. We hide our sins deep in our heart

instead of saving that room for God’s hope and

redemption.
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God doesn’t feel real to us because we haven’t

given Him enough room. Our souls are filled

with lies and leaves and we can’t quite squeeze

God into it.

I think the best thing that could ever happen to

us spiritually is to be caught naked. Exposed

with nothing to hide behind except for God, and

then coming to the realization with one another

that we do not need to be hiding. Imagine the

Body of Christ coming out of the bushes as one

and looking around to see that everyone else is

naked as well, that we are all sinners, that we

all don’t actually have it together, and that we

are all in this together. If we all got honest

with each other we would confess that we don’t

buy into the fact that Jesus died to set us

free, because if we did believe it then we

wouldn’t be sewing pants made of fig leaves or

running off into seclusion and instead coming

together in community. Many of us want to

proclaim Jesus as Lord but we are discovering

that we are so alive in sin and dead to Christ

instead of the other way around, and so we put

on another layer because we don't know how to

handle that reality. We eat “the fruit ” on a

daily basis. We break up with God on a daily
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basis. If we ever find ourselves naked for too

long, we pick our clothes up from the floor and

try to sneak out of the room without waking God

up, like some sort of one night stand.

Many of us cannot confess our sins because we

are alive in them. Imagine someone who is so

addicted to something that it actually becomes a

part of their life, a part of their routine.

People will always make time for the things that

take over their lives, and sin is no different.

Since we are alive in this sin, we cannot be

alive in Christ so we feel as though we cannot

bridge the gap between sin and Jesus. We are

correct though - we cannot bridge that gap.

Because Jesus already has.

Jesus laid down His life not so that we will be

saved from hell or so that we could go to

Heaven, but so that we will be set free from

sin. Too many of us live our lives as if Jesus’

death is our ticket into Heaven, but it is

actually our ticket to freedom here on Earth. I

love the thought of Heaven just as much as

anyone else, but God offers Heaven here on Earth

through His son Jesus and we cannot overlook

that. God will become great the moment we
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decide His grace is great and all encompassing.

Until then, He will be a weak and meaningless

figure in our lives because, in our minds, His

grace is not enough and it is not real. The

moment we step away naked from behind the bush

is the same moment that God becomes great in our

lives. We can try to hide our sins from people

all we want, but we will never be able to hide

them from God. Lucky for us, God has already

forgotten our sins and is standing back in the

garden with open arms. Once we open up to His

embrace, our sins will become real and Jesus’

death and resurrection will be real as well.

I think the reason people hate wearing suits and

getting dressed up is because their mind is

subconsciously telling them that we were made to

be naked. We were never made to have layers to

shed. We were made to stand in front of the

mirror naked and to never have to hide behind

fig leaves and three locked doors.

Adam was the first one to get away, and every

one of us since has followed suit.
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[four] In the Shade of the Tree

There it stood…

Deeply rooted and full of fruit…

It wasn't tucked away in some lonely corner but

it was right in the middle of the garden as a

constant reminder of all things tempting.

If the tree God told Adam not to eat the fruit

from is anything like the trees God tells us to

stay away from in our daily lives, Adam and Eve

probably had many conversations as they sat by

the tree. They probably ate their lunch in the

shade of its branches, they probably got chills

down their spines when a rotten fruit would fall

from a stem and bounce on the ground. They

probably picked up the fruit and examined it for

a few seconds before quickly placing it back on

the ground hoping that no one saw them. They
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probably carved their initials on the tree’s

trunk.

I suppose the fragrance of the fruit teased

their nostrils as gentle breezes blew from

behind the tree, gently shaking the leaves.

I'll bet that Adam and Eve knew this tree better

than any other tree or bush or animal in the

entire garden. I’ll bet that even before the

incident, they knew every detail of the tree’s

bark, the exact color of the leaves, and I’ll

bet they even knew when the fruit was the

ripest. I assume they never ventured very far

from this tree in the middle of the garden

because if Adam and Eve's tree is anything like

the trees of temptation I deal with, I know it

was never far from sight.

It is in the middle of the garden where the

struggles took place, in between Eve's hand and

the tree. It is the middle of the garden where

our struggles take place, in between our hand

and the tree. The apple has not fallen far from

the tree (no pun intended, well okay…maybe) and

our habits are not that different than the ones

of our ancestors. The gene that caused Adam and

Eve to rebel from God is forever planted in our
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DNA, and no prescription or drug will ever be

able to shake that away. Thousands of years

have only proved that we are sinners; that we

pass by the trees in the center of our gardens

everyday, and everyday we eat the fruit. You

would think that after a few thousand years we

would make progress on this thing called sin,

progress on not having to eat of the fruit in

the garden, but I would argue that we are

actually moving backward. In a few thousand

years we haven’t learned how to conquer sin as

well as we have learned how to hide it.

God let His people roam around in the desert for

forty years before letting them enter the

Promise Land, and I feel God may be letting us

roam around until we can control our urges just

enough to get a glimpse of His grace, hope, and

peace. I think life often feels like we are

wandering around because we have no idea where

to look. We have no clear and definite

destination, only glimmers and mirages and

rumors of where we think we should be headed.

But those are lies whispered from the forked

tongue of the serpent on the tree.

I’ll bet we never wander far from our tree
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because we always can tell exactly where we are

in life. The tree in the center of our garden

is our landmark in an otherwise confusing

journey through life.

I recently went on a hiking trip with four of my

buddies. We were hiking around Turner Falls in

southern Oklahoma and we had been hiking for a

few hours when we finally came up to the major

waterfalls. We knew there was a cave close to

the waterfall about halfway up the cliff but we

found ourselves about halfway up the cliff and

we could not find the cave. We couldn’t see the

cave from our vantage point on the rock. One of

the guys climbed down the remainder of the cliff

to let us know where the cave was in terms of

where we were. At this time I started exploring

and climbed up a little crevice a few feet above

us. My friend that went and scouted yelled to

us that it would be impossible for us to get

into the cave. I muttered something under my

breath like "Watch me", and continued to make a

path towards the cave. A couple of minutes

later I was exploring the inside of the cave

alone, waiting for everyone else to come find

it.
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I guess it is really up to us to decide which

direction is wrong and which is right. We can

listen to the serpent in the tree, telling us

that nothing bad will come from a taste, or we

could trust our gut and believe that God put

this tree here for a reason. Both sides have

pros and cons, but only one way will lead us to

grace and the safety of the caves, and the other

leads us to sin.

The Bible says that God walked with Adam in the

garden. I wonder if they ever walked by the

tree. I wonder if God ever stopped, placed his

hand on Adam's shoulder, and told him the story

of how the tree came to be.

When we walk with God in the garden and spend a

lot of free time in the shade of the tree, you

begin to confuse the whispers of what is right

with those that are wrong. Negotiations are

made and suddenly you find yourself with juice

from the fruit running down your chin and a God

that is looking for you. It isn't until we can

step away from the tree that we can clearly hear

the true voice of God.

Come to think of it, Adam and Eve had it pretty
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easy. They only had one tree to deal with. I

am beginning to think that the garden of my life

is filled with more bad trees than good ones.

When you stop walking with God in the garden,

your garden quickly becomes confusing; trees

with bad fruit begin to look a lot like the

trees with good fruit, and you have no god or

God to walk with to help you distinguish between

the two. What I have seen in my life so many

times is that I focus so much on eating the good

fruit, or in other words doing and saying the

right things in front or church people or

whoever, that I forget that when I go home at

night I end up making margaritas and smoothies

with the bad fruit. I find myself working for

the bad fruit, seeking out the bad fruit, eating

it, and before I know it, I’m growing it in my

closet and trying to keep Jesus from finding

out. The chemistry of the whole thing is that I

still feel good and everyone else thinks I'm

good but isn't that the lie that the fruit

bares? Doesn't the fruit tell us that we are in

control and that we are not far off the path?

I once ate something I wasn't supposed to. My

mom told me to stop putting money in my mouth

but the taste of copper pennies was very
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intriguing and new to me as a child. I didn't

swallow it the first time I got caught doing it,

but when I was doing it in secret once, I

inhaled one in just the wrong way and it made

the penny lodge itself in my esophagus. My eyes

became wide and glossy, ironically much like a

coin, and I began hacking and coughing in an

attempt to catch my breath. My mom came rushing

in the room from the kitchen as if she already

knew what I had done. I finally gathered enough

saliva in my mouth to swallow the penny down

just as the tears began to flow with my mother

gently patting my back and offering me a drink

of her sweet tea.

If you are anything like me, fruit and pennies

are constantly being eaten. Sometimes we sort

of get away with eating the things we aren’t

supposed to, but if we keep doing it we are

eventually going to choke, and it won't be the

lies of the serpent we will be thinking about

while we try to catch our breath, instead it

will the truth that God had offered all along.

We won’t be looking for another piece of fruit

to eat, but rather looking for a gentle pat on

the back from God to help us get it down. It is

crazy to think that the moment we sin, God is
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already there to help us out. We are choking on

the fruit that is killing us and God himself is

there to pat us on the back and offer a drink of

His Son’s blood. Even with the taste of the

copper or fruit still on our tongues, He is

there to make sure it goes down right. I feel

like it is at this point, only after we choke on

the bad fruit, that God offers us His bread and

His wine from His Son, and I think our eyes will

finally be opened to what God had been saying to

us all along. It is only when we take His body

and blood that we are made new, the bad fruit we

have been eating for so long becomes weak in

flavor compared to the true meal that God has

waiting for us.

We don't deserve it, but it is God's relentless

grace that keeps us from choking. It is God's

reckless grace that shows us the bad fruit from

the good fruit. And it is God's redeeming grace

that continues the walk in the garden.
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[five] The Song of Creation

 

 

[Verse 1]

As Christians, we tend to get a notion that

there is this constant spiritual battle

happening all around us. It is an invisible

that has been going on since the beginning.

Some people take it as far as saying that there

are angels watching over us while demons are

trying to take us over. I'm not sure where I

stand on whether this is a literal war or a

metaphorical war, but I will admit that I do

believe in a struggle between good and evil and

we need to look no further that the first 3

chapters on Genesis.

I often find myself stumped by the story of the

creation, mostly the Adam and Eve part.

I understand trees, water, animals, and all of
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that, but to create man? That is God's finest

achievement? Really? The creation of man is

when the story begins to get sketchy.

Animals mind their own business; they obey

physics and the inherent qualities instilled to

them at birth. I believe we call these inherent

qualities “instincts ” and animals are born

with these instincts that allow them to know

exactly what to do and how to do it. For

example, no one tells a baby giraffe how to

walk, but right out of the womb and after the

thirty-foot drop, baby giraffes just start

walking. No one is there to teach baby sharks

how to kill, most of the time their parents

abandon them at birth, but somehow baby sharks

eventually become the star of the movie

“ Jaws ”.

I guess what I'm saying is that animals do what

they need to do to survive, they give into their

natural instincts.

Animals live. Trees grow. Water does its

thing.

Enter Adam.
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As I said before, it didn't take long for things

to go wrong in the garden. By Eve eating the

fruit and passing it along to Adam just a few

short chapters into the whole story of humanity,

man has already screwed up. What do you think

went through God's mind? Do you think He was

ready to start all over again? Did God have a

plan B? Do you think God was banking on this

perfect and sinless existence to go a little bit

longer into the story rather than just through a

couple of short chapters?

When Eve ate the fruit and passed it to Adam,

they recognized the existence of good and evil.

The tricky part of the story is that they

weren’t sure which one was which. Who was good?

Who was evil? What is right? What is wrong?

What is God’s voice and what isn’t?

Sound familiar?

God spent a lot of time and energy creating

Creation. He saw what He had done and He saw

that it was good. It was the beginning. It was

Plan A. In fact it wasn't even Plan A, it was

the simply The Plan. Then, man comes along and
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sins. God raises His eyebrow in confusion and

right then and there, in the midst of chaos and

a perfect world gone astray, God sets The New

Plan into motion. I think before the taste of

the fruit had left Eve's taste buds, the wheels

of God's imagination were starting to turn. He

probably thought to Himself, "You thought me

creating the world was great? Well, now watch me

fix it."

So He began to set everything back into it’s

proper place. Except this time instead of

taking six days to do it, the New Plan is still

going on as we speak. The cool thing about God

is that He deals with what He has, and so in

order to reset the devastation that Adam and

Eve's sin had created, God used what He

had...Adam.

Brilliant.

The man whom we base the entire creation off of,

the man who is at the top of all of our family

trees, and the man who is the original sinner,

is also the man from which all of this will

begin to be corrected. Adam and Eve started the

story of life in the Garden, but then they
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screwed it up and got kicked out of the Garden.

So, while they started the story of life inside

the Garden, they also started the story of our

lives outside of the garden, set apart from God.

[Chorus]

You can fast forward through your Bible to see

everything that happens next. To me, the chorus

of the Old Testament, quite bluntly, goes like

this:

Man screws up,

God fixes it.

Man loves God,

God loves man.

Man screws up.

(Repeat 3,000,000x)

[Verse 2]

This struggle is the battle I am referring to,

the Good vs. Evil and God vs. anything that

stands in the way of Him loving us and us loving

Him battle.

But instead of trying to figure out whether this
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battle is real or imaginary, let's at least

acknowledge the existence of the struggle of

good and evil in our lives. This "I want to do

right all the time yet something is pulling me

in another direction" type of existence. The

truth is we are all sinners and short of dying,

there isn't a whole lot we can do to fix that.

I think God saw this weakness ingrained in our

being and instead of putting a band-aid on the

wound He decided to fix it. I think instead of

patting us on the back and kissing the wound of

sin and destruction, God healed the wound by

sending His Son to die for those sins. God saw

us weak and we crying out to Him so He sent the

remedy.

…

I don't remember it hurting much until I saw the

open wound on my forehead.

I was playing street hockey with my neighbor,

Chad, and he wound up for a slap shot with me

behind him. The aluminum stick connected a

couple of inches above my right eyebrow and took

out a nice chunk out of my head.
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I remember falling down after he hit me, and I

remember my mom helping me up and I remember

asking her to get me a band-aid because I knew I

was bleeding but I don't remember it ever

hurting that much. For starters, I don't know

how moms always respond to the scene so quickly.

Just like after I swallowed the penny, even

though my mother was inside the house when the

incident happened, I remember her being the

first thing I saw after I opened my eyes.

She said that a band-aid wasn't going to fix the

problem and when she told me this I got a little

scared. She made a quick ice pack and hurriedly

began to get me ready to go to the ER. I

remember walking into the bathroom to look at

the cut in the mirror and when I removed the ice

pack I saw the chunk of flesh missing from my

forehead.

It was only after I saw the open wound that the

pain (and the tears) set in.

When you are little, the combination of band-

aids and a mother’s kiss cures all sorts of

ailments. From cuts and scrapes to itchy

mosquito bites, and pains deep down under your
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skin that hurt so bad you think you might die.

From imaginary aches to bicycle scrapes, band-

aids mixed with a mother's calm voice cure just

about everything. But it reality, band-aids

don't really cure pain. They are there to fight

infection and to not let you bleed all over

yourself. If you want the pain to go away the

wound must heal, and the case of my head I was

going to need stitches.

I had an irrational fear of getting stitches, a

fear caused by another incident involving my

brother a few years before this where I made him

look a lot like Frankenstein thanks to a

baseball bat to the forehead. I still plead

that it was an accident when the bat slipped

from my hands in mid-swing, traveling end-over-

end across the yard before connecting across my

brother, Matt’s, face.

Realizing that a band-aid would not fix this

cut, I began to cry out in pain to my mother who

took me to the hospital where I would later

receive a few stitches.

I still have the scar above my right eyebrow

from that day and the memories to go along with
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it.

The process of healing wounds is never

instantaneous. If you burn your finger, chances

are that it is going to hurt for a few days.

The skin has to blister and the nerve endings

need to be repaired, it is not a fun process.

The same thing goes for cuts; the cut has to

bleed in order to heal. It has to scab over.

And it has to scar. It is the process of

healing. As modern Christians, I think we try

to get a little too involved in the healing

process of our wounds. We think we can heal

them by putting band-aids over them to hide the

blemish, but sometimes the wound needs to

breathe.

I remember getting into a bicycle accident when

I was a kid. It happened while riding my bike

to the store and I ended up wrecking and

scraping my elbow pretty badly. Minutes later

when I got to the store, I got some band-aids

and immediately put one on before I even bought

them. I felt really smart about it because for

the next few days I would switch the band-aids

out regularly thinking I was doing the right

thing. A few days into the healing process I
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realized that the scrape on my elbow was turning

gooey and white. It was infected. Even though

I thought I was good taking care of it, I never

let it air out and properly scab over.

God didn't send Jesus as a band-aid for the sins

and wounds of this world. God sent Jesus to be

the final step of the healing process.

When Adam sinned in the Garden, it was the cut.

The Old Testament was the bleeding. Jesus was

the scab. The resurrection was the scar. And

Satan was there the entire time offering us

band-aids of fig leaves to hide the cut.

Just because scars aren’t pretty doesn’t mean

they are not good. Many of my scars are

memories from childhood. My stitches, my bike

wrecks, and car crashes. Each scar is a story,

and each scar is a subsequent reminder of the

healing that took place. I heard once that scar

tissue is stronger than regular skin tissue. It

is tougher and thicker, so we need to realize

the strength and look past it. When Jesus died

and rose again, He was showing off the scars

that we have all had, the scars from the wounds

of being broken and fragile people.
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We all have wounds in our lives, we all sin, and

we all need healing. For many of us, we are too

busy trying to hide the cuts and scrapes that

have become apart of our lives instead of taking

them to God.

Love is no different. When we love someone we

give a piece of our heart to him or her and

allow them to do whatever they want with it.

Some treat it tenderly and lovingly and they

live happily ever after, but others are a little

rougher with it and our hearts get cut up and

torn open. A loving relationship with Jesus is

no different. While I do believe that Jesus

protects our hearts, it doesn’t exactly mean

that He is gentle with them. I think loving

Jesus, like loving a girl or a guy, is a

dangerous game to play, filled with both risks

and rewards. I think sometimes Jesus breaks our

hearts, but in a good way, in order for His love

and grace to come through and heal it again.

[Chorus]

To me, the chorus to the story of our lives,

quite bluntly, goes like this:
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Man screws up,

God fixes it.

Man loves God,

God loves man.

Man screws up.

(Repeat 3,000,000x)

[Bridge]

So God sends Jesus…

Jesus dies…

Jesus lives…

Everyone is forgiven…

Credits roll…

Everyone is happy….

Except...no?

It starts strong, but ends very confusing. For

some reason, even though Jesus came and died,

not so that we won't go to hell but rather so

that we will be set free from sin, we feel the

need to peel off the scab and think there is no

hope for us sinners. We have a hard time

believing that Jesus was who He said He was. We

read the Bible and nod in agreement, but at
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night when the lights are off and we are alone

we have a hard time actually believing that our

sins are forgiven. The reason it is so hard to

understand is because it is an unnatural

behavior for us as humans. Forgiveness is not a

human instinct or quality so we find it hard to

forgive because we were made to never have to

forgive. It was never apart of the plan for

forgiveness to enter the picture; therefore we

are not wired with grace but rather wired into

grace. Forgiveness is a trait we learned from

the Almighty Himself, it is something that we

can only look at and attempt to duplicate. The

way God forgives is not the way we forgive. God

says you are forgiven, so deal with it, humans

say you are forgiven, but it will come back to

you one day. The grace found in Christ is a

once and for all forgiveness of all things for

all time. Grace is the scar on your soul and

the acknowledgement not only of the pain and of

the wound, but also of the comfort in knowing

that the pain is behind you, that you are

healed.

You are forgiven. Deal with it. Let go of your

sins because they are taken care of. Breathe in

the grace because it’s exhale will change the
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world. We spend too much time worrying about

past sins instead of letting go of them. The

beauty of grace is that once we let go we find

freedom. We think we are letting God down with

the way we live our lives and with our mistakes,

but once we let go of our past mistakes we soon

discover that we were never the ones holding Him

up to begin with so He was never let down.

And what about this battle between good and

evil? What if we got to “the end ” and it

didn't go down just as we had planned?

What if in “the end ”, when we all expect Jesus

to be kicking Satan's ass once and for all, what

if it didn't happen?

What if in the end, love won? What if love

conquered hate? What if good conquered evil?

Not by killing it, but by forgiving it?

What if Jesus died on the cross for us AND for

Satan as well?

It sounds pretty backwards, but doesn't God

always seem to do these backward things?
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What if the story of the Prodigal Son in Luke 15

is about you and me AND about Satan as well?

The story of Satan is a lot like our story too,

one day we get a big head and think we are

better than someone, or something, and we choose

to covertly rebel. We turn our backs against

God and we try to do things our own way. Things

go just fine for a while because the band-aids

are on tight and we think that the wounds are

healing.

What if in the end God forgave [everything]? He

has already forgiven you and me for the evil

that we have done, but what if He forgave

[everything]? What if the serpent in the Garden

was a part of the plan all along? What if we

were meant to experience the evil and sin in

this life only to one day fully understand the

true grace of God in the next? What if God one

day says, "You think what I forgave you for was

big? Well, watch this… ” ?

I don't know if I believe what I am saying, but

I do know that God's grace is that big. God has

never gone by the book (and it is even His book)

and I’m not saying He will forgive Satan in the
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end, but I am saying that my God’s grace is that

big. If God can send His Son to die for a

goober like me, why wouldn’t He send him to die

for everyone? I don’t know if what I am saying

is a part of some cult theology or some weird

sect of religion, it is only a thought, only an

attempt to glance at the grandeur of God’s

grace. If God could forgive an entire world for

the literal eternity of sin and turning our

backs on Him, why wouldn’t/couldn’t God forgive

Satan for doing the exact same things?

…

It is not our job to play doctor on our own

wounds. We can’t continue to hide our wounds

and pretend that they are healing when the

reality is we need stitches. Infections can

kill you and it is these kinds of infections

that are killing the Church. We cannot hide the

scars once we are healed because it is our job

to tell their story, to help others along the

way. But remember, just because the wound isn’t

bleeding doesn’t mean that it’s healed.

Chorus:
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To me, the chorus of the end, quite bluntly,

goes like this:

Man screws up,

God fixes it.

Man loves God,

God loves man.

(No repeat.)
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[six] The Wall

The break up is everything we hate about

relationships.

Some people choose not to get into relationships

simply because they are afraid of this very

thing. People aren't afraid of finding love,

having a great time, or getting the opportunity

to share life with someone really great and

living happily ever after. But people are

afraid of having all of those things one day,

and then having it all crash and blow up in

their face the next.

In the garden, Adam broke up with God when he

ate the fruit and decided that things could be

different apart from Him. We break up with God

when we decide to follow after those same

delusions Adam had.

Breakups suck and, unless you have no heart, it
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sucks for both people involved. If you are the

one getting dumped, you are left with nothing.

You get lonely and depressed, you question your

self worth and you question if the last x months

or years of your life and whether or not they

were really worth it. I can remember really

vivid memories of being dumped, from my first

real girlfriend all the way up to my most recent

girlfriend, and none of them have been very

pleasant. I’m a pretty emotional person and

have cried many tears in the name of love and

even more in the name of lost love. Breaking

up even hurts sometimes if you are the one

breaking it off. You start to miss sending them

text messages for no reason, you miss having

someone to always eat dinner with, someone to

take up space on the couch while watching TV.

When you break up with someone, you begin to

question your own values and you sometimes

contemplate getting back with them just so they

aren’t in pain anymore. I’ve broken up with

girls in the past and found myself calling them

and hanging out with them again a few days

later. It’s not because I want to toy with

there emotions, it’s just that I need someone

there sometimes. It is hard to break the habit

of calling someone every night and seeing
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someone every day. One day they are there for

you 100%, but the next day they are gone no

matter which side you find yourself on.

I think every time I have broken up with a girl

or have been broken up with, I have said that I

was done with love. It is actually sort of a

running joke with some of my friends. I have

given up on love many times, but I still

continue to move from bad relationship to bad

relationship thinking that someone is out there

for me. The more I live and try to love, the

more my heart breaks and the more I begin to

think that if there is in fact someone out there

then it might be better that I not meet them

because I might get shattered by her or I might

break her heart. It is the falling in love part

that is easy, but everything else after is

risky.

The breakup is a process; no one breaks up with

someone and just goes about his or her day-to-

day life, not if the relationship really meant

anything. When you get dumped there has to be a

mourning period, followed by a period of saying

to yourself, "I never want to see that person

again", then comes a period of getting that sick
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feeling at the very thought of her. Once you

begin to think that you are going to survive,

then come the rumors of your ex finding someone

new, someone who either looks just like you or

is completely opposite. And then there is a

period of the constant sinking feeling, the

feeling I liken to being lost at sea with your

boat leaking water. The worst part about the

breakup process is that every time you think you

are okay, something else comes up. In a recent

breakup, I remember completely losing control of

myself. I had been broken up with several times

before this breakup and I wasn’t sure what I was

going to do with my life. I remember sending my

friends text messages for no reason other than

to talk. To be completely vulnerable, for the

first time in my life I thought about hurting

myself. I often found myself driving home late

at night and imagining very vividly how my car

could go careening off to the side and colliding

into the concrete dividers on I-40 going 80mph.

The loss of love had somehow taken over my mind

and convinced me that life in a hospital bed

would somehow relieve the pain inside my guts.

In the process of this breakup I had run myself

straight into a wall. Every time I thought I

made any sort of progress, another obstacle
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poked up from the nothingness.

I do a little running in my spare time, and

runners know about this thing called “the

wall. ” It’s the part of the race or the run

where it feels like you can't go on. Cramps,

dehydration, and fatigue all add a little

frustration to the wall. The wall is more of a

mental block though, a resistance in your skull

telling you that it is okay to stop and that you

have run far enough. The wall says that the

previous mile was your last and that your body

cannot take any more punishment.

The wall I was going through in this breakup was

basically the same thing. It was the part of

the breakup where it felt like I couldn’t go on

with love or life. Rumors, heartache, and

questions of your self worth all add to the

frustration of the wall. This wall I was

experiencing was more of a mental block though,

a resistance in my soul telling me that it was

okay to stay there. The wall says that the

previous love was your last, and that your heart

cannot take any more punishment.

In the process of the breakup, the wall comes
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far into the journey. At some point after the

break up you have approach the wall look back on

all that had happened, all of the memories, both

good and bad. You look back at the hurtful

things said and thought during post-breakup

arguments, and you also have to look at the

first dates and cute homemade presents you made

for one another. You approach the wall to find

that one side is the old love you are holding on

to, and on the other side is freedom from all of

it - the moving on, the deleting of numbers, and

the cutting of ties. The wall is the most

difficult part of the breakup process because

you do not think you have enough power to get

over it and you question the actual need of

getting over it.

In other words, is the other side of this wall

really worth seeing?

One side is bondage and heartache and the other

is freedom and new life, but is the work and

trouble worth it?

Sometimes we pound the wall and try and knock it

over with our own forces and other times we

attempt to scale its smooth surface, but we lose
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our grip in the imaginary foot holes. There

seems to be no way over the wall. No ropes or

ladders for a wall that stretches from here to

eternity, a million miles east and west.

This is where most of us, as Christians, stop.

On the side of the wall that is the old love you

have been holding on to, with freedom on the

other.

Some of us will quit here to lean our backs

against the wall and admire the places we have

been. Old love may have blown up in our faces,

but at one did bring us happier times in its

shadow. I think many of us have come to this

point in our relationship with God where we look

back on old lovers, knowing they were never

right for us but admiring how they made us feel.

I watched this nature show about snakes one time

in my Zoology class in high school and it was

talking about how after certain snakes lay their

eggs in their nests they will guard the nest but

will be very quick to leave the nest if danger

approaches.

I thought this was really interesting in regards
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to how we always symbolize snakes as evil. I

think it is just as easy to break up with sin as

it is for sin to break up with us when danger

approaches. We may be birthed into sin, and it

may be the history of our lives, but sin will be

quick to leave us out in the open and very

vulnerable when things get dangerous. Whatever

sin or old love we have in our lives we have to

get away from it, and we have to hatch into a

new life with Christ and head directly for the

wall. We dated God once, but we loved the old

loves more and chose to get intimate with them

instead. We fell in love with the details that

got in the way of God and us. We dumped God

long ago for the other lovers but now we realize

that we need God's love again. We realize now

that His love is good and truer than the

prostitute-like love that sin offers. So we

head out west, running from the things that have

distracted us from God, only to soon realize

that old lovers are good dates but make for

really bad lovers. Only God’s love can meet our

intimate needs. Once we step away from old love,

we soon realize that they were never into us as

much as we were into them. Old love just used

us for its gain while we used it for our

pleasure. The closer we step towards God’s love
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the more we realize that we have been treating

Him in that same fashion.

Runners know that the wall is coming. It is

stuck in the back of your mind, teasing you

every time you need a drink or think you need to

slow down. You can prepare and train all you

want, but the wall will come. I asked my

beautiful runner friend Jennie about the wall

and she said in regards to its difficulty, "But

since I have such a love for this beautiful

verb, it's much more than a wall. It's a

lesson. It's a time to learn."

We can run away from old love and run towards

God all we want but we have to understand where

we are going. We must understand that breaking

up with sin is a journey. We must not forget

what we are running towards by getting

distracted by what we are running from.

The more we run away from old love, the more one

thing becomes true: the wall is coming.

Like an addict to a fix, we will hit rock

bottom. We will come upon a do or die moment in

our relationship with God and we will stare at
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the wall ahead of us. A showdown at high noon

will take place. On one side is our old love:

sin and all of the things from this life that we

think we need. On the other side is us: back

against the wall, staring our old love in the

face. We can spend a great deal of time running

from old love, but our demons are never far

behind us. The sun will cast no shadow on this

showdown, and old love will creep up and get in

your face to remind you of the things you once

loved. You wont be able to go anywhere because

you’re already against the wall.

In the metaphor of relationship, I suppose this

is the point where you want to get over your ex

but you just cant. Every day you think was good

because you didn’t think of her or call her, is

cancelled out by running into her in public with

another guy. This showdown is where your guts

turn inside out because deep down you realize

something else is out there for you, but you are

just too scared to go look. You know something

better is just on the other side of this wall

that you’ve backed yourself against, but you

just can’t find the door to the other side and

there’s no time or supplies to build a ladder.
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So you try to knock the wall down. You beat at

it with sticks and stones; you run and jump

against it with all of your weight and momentum.

Force will not budge the wall and so after about

10 minutes of screaming and fighting with the

wall, you decide to stop and take a lunch break.

Spiritually I feel like the majority of my time

on this journey is spent on lunch break. It’s

easier to lean against the wall and eat a

sandwich that it is to try and find a way to the

other side.

We choose to stay close enough to the wall to

feel God’s warmth from the other side, but we

still flirt with our old loves in order to keep

things interesting. When you decide to give

into the wall ahead of you and stop trying to

find the way to the other side, you have nowhere

to go except nowhere. You sit in the grass,

regardless of how green it is, and you picnic

with old love. This is where the majority of

Christians will spend their lives, in the shadow

of the wall feasting with the enemy instead of

taking part in the journey God has for us on the

other side.

And this is where God always does that backwards
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stuff He is famous for, you know those things

God does that don’t make any sense? I think we

have been raised in a Christian subculture to

believe that God sent Jesus to break down the

wall for us, to kill off all of the old love,

and to sweep us away on a golden unicorn to some

place over the rainbow. That is probably the

reason most of us are still on lunch break – we

are waiting for Jesus to break down the wall.

Here we are only a few feet away from a reality

with Jesus, and instead of Jesus breaking down

the wall for us He allows us find our own way.

And of course, when Jesus asks us to find our

own way, we get confused because the golden

unicorn isn’t provided. Find our own way? I

thought Jesus came and died to make everything

easier for us? Why must I be the one to find

the way to the other side of this wall?

Now before you go crazy, I do believe God has

done a lot for us. In fact, save maybe living

our lives for us, I’d say He has done just about

everything for us. I think the reason we might

be down here, you know living on earth, is

because God wants to show us that we are not

action figures to Him. We have to face the wall

because we ate the fruit in the garden, but the
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tree was in the garden because God put it there

in the first place. We are human - therefore we

do human things. God is God - therefore He does

God things. I don’t think God put the wall in

our way as much as we put it in our own way the

moment we sinned in the garden, but God is on

the other side.

This part of the struggle is the part where

people choose to stay put. They think that

since Jesus isn’t going to do the work for us

and get rid of our temptations then it must mean

that the wall is there for a reason. It must

mean that we are where we are supposed to be.

However, some of us know better. Some of us

realize that the wall is there as a mission.

Some of us are not satisfied with simply feeling

God’s radiant warmth from the other side; we

must experience its heat for ourselves.

So we camp out by the wall, plotting our next

move. Day by day we try and break down the wall

with our own strength. We pray for God to

remove the wall on one side and the old loves on

the other and to let us just be with Him, but it

seems as though our prayers fall on deaf ears.

This is the part of the struggle that people
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become complacent and content with simply taking

up space at a local church. God has called us

to get to the other side, yet we stay on our

side and just go to church and call it intimacy.

God is calling us to a life of danger and risk

on the other side, but we stay on our side and

read books and sit in church pews and call it

intimacy. The snapshot of the modern church is

us leaning against the wall and pretending to be

in the presence of our King, while eating a sack

lunch and staying comfortable. We are stuck,

propped against the wall because it’s easy and

because it gives us rest. But Jesus is on the

other side offering a different kind of rest.

Soon, we forget all about the wall and it

becomes a detail of our surroundings. We no

longer see it as a barrier between God and us;

instead we see it as scenery in our journey. We

begin to think of the wall as a necessary

boundary between God and us. The wall is not

sin or old love, the wall is the divide between

freedom from the old love and us. I used to

think that the wall was something God put in my

way to keep me away from Him, but I have learned

that I put the wall there myself in order to

keep me from wetting my pants because of God’s
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majesty. I put the wall there because I am too

scared to know what is on the other side, too

scared to live a life of journey and

fulfillment, too scared to know what intimacy

with our Creator is like.

In an act of symbolism, when Christ died on the

cross God ripped the curtain in the temple.

This is significant because people supposed that

God wanted to live in the temple on the other

side of the curtain, in a room called the Holy

of Holies. God wanted to show His people that

He was not meant to dwell behind a curtain and

that He was everywhere, not in just one

particular place where no one could see Him. I

think the origins of the wall that separates us

and God stems from the act of God tearing the

curtain in the temple. I think as soon as God

ripped the curtain, man began building the wall.

Just as man put on clothes to hide from God, man

once again could not handle the pressure of a

God that was available to them. The curtain was

torn and the wall went up. God showed that He

was here, dwelling in our midst and we built a

wall instead of breathing in the air He was

giving. We have rationalized that we can't be

with God because God put a wall there, but in
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reality we built the wall. Remember, Adam and

God walked in the garden together, but once Adam

sinned he began to hide in that very same

garden. We too have walked in the fields of

grace with God, but about the same time we did

so some new lovers came around and we built the

wall together out of our own fear.

My friends and I were driving to the city for

our Tuesday tradition of Taco Tuesday. We were

driving just outside of town when we came to a

stop sign and we saw a deer. The deer was on

the other side of the street and trying to get

to the other side of a chain link fence. The

deer was jumping head first, ramming its skull

into the fence. It would back up and try to

jump over the fence but it wasn’t strong enough

and the barbed wire overhang was keeping him on

our side of the fence. We sat at the stop sign

watching the deer struggle for a couple of

minutes until another car came behind us and

forced us to leave. The deer’s face was

bleeding and you could tell it was tired from

its struggle. What the deer didn’t realize was

that about 100 yards away from the fence was a

field that was not fenced in. It didn’t realize

that freedom was a frolic away and that the
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deer’s way was not the way. It was too spooked

to try and find the right path.

We have built the wall high and thick; unable to

climb or get around, so in order to experience

the freedom on the other side we must find a way

to get there. So when ramming the wall and

climbing the wall fail, we must use our

imagination to get to the other side. Instead

of trying to chisel away at the wall with a

hammer, I believe God invites us into a very

backwards journey, one that makes little sense

and it difficult and time consuming.

What if we stood up, turned our back to the

wall, and just walked away.

As we walk away from the wall we will be forced

to face our old love and sins head on, but once

we get into the journey mindset we will have no

interest in them anymore. We are on a new

journey now. I really do believe that God is

always with us; I believe that when we breathe

we are breathing in His life. I feel He is

always around us, regardless of what side of the

wall we are on but I think the journey to His

side of the wall is important because it holds
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our potential. We can take up space and air in

our lives on the wrong side of the wall, and we

can flirt and fling with old love our entire

life and God can use us even then, but I don’t

think we will ever live up to the potential He

has in sight for us unless we find a way to Him.

After turning our backs to the wall and walking

away from it, we will eventually get so far away

from the wall that we will no longer feel God’s

warmth and comfort. We will still be trudging

around in the swamps of our old lovers, but we

will have to press on. It sounds crazy, but I

think the only way to defeat our addictions and

old loves is to face them head on. We can pray

to God to remove the wall or the problem, but I

think what God really wants from us it to go

into the mess and deal with it alongside Him.

If we want to get to the other side of the wall,

I think we are going to have to spend a lot of

time away from the wall and a lot of time

questioning the right path. You can pray for God

to remove a temptation in your life, but I think

God really wants us to pray for strength against

that temptation, and upon doing so He will give

you the opportunity to be strong. If God

removed the temptation like we asked, then we'd

still be the same weak person, but if He gave us
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the strength to deal with it then we would

become stronger. It is that simple. So we must

turn our backs to the wall and just walk away

and go find the trouble and just stay strong.

If you walk long enough, strong enough, and far

enough, you'll eventually walk all the way

around the whole world and end up on the other

side of that wall you were camped out by for so

long. It is from this journey that you’ll

realize that you are stronger than you think and

that getting dirty in the swamps was a hell of a

lot better that playing picnic by the wall. The

journey will teach you that the dark places

where you feel that God isn’t, are actually the

places He is most prevalent and vice versa.

You’ll learn that the hard way is the necessary

way, and the easy way is, well, the easy way.

I’ve realized that the best things in life often

happen at the worst times. The most beautiful

stories are the ones from which started out as

accidents. Life is no different, getting up and

exploring life away from the wall will actually

lead you into a whole new world and eventually

get you to the other side. I don’t condone the

journey for you if you aren’t ready, it will not

be easy I assure you. You will have to deal
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with old love, you will have come face to face

with them, and you will get sick to your stomach

just like seeing your old love with a new love

at the mal. But you will be fine.

You will eventually walk around the whole world

just to cross the distance from the inches of

thickness of the wall that separated you from

God. God could have just moved the wall, but

God moving the wall isn’t intimacy, that’s

prostitution. It is getting what you want from

God and using Him at your convenience. Romance

is a journey, and prostitution is a scam. God is

a backwards God at times, He rarely makes sense,

but He is a good God and knows what He is doing

when He doesn’t send Jesus to break the wall

down.

If you caught me in a raw and honest moment, I'd

probably admit that I want walls in my life. If

it weren't for walls we would be only

experiencing the easy part of the journey. I

don’t want an easy life, even though my life

screams otherwise. Even though my life is

pretty boring, I want adventure. I think once

we walk around the world and find ourselves on

the other side of that wall, God might tell us
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to turn around and go back again, He is just

that backwards sometimes. Once we think we have

completed the journey God will show us a new one

He has in store for us, and as frustrating as

that sounds now, I don’t think I want to live a

life without journey. It sounds kind of dumb to

get to one place only to have God point in a new

direction and have us go there next, but the

more I think about it the more I want it. I

want my life to be filled with walls around

every corner, and I want to see God through the

cracks of those walls and create new ways to go

find Him. I think it will be a long time before

I ever reach God, but I will learn a lot in the

journey to find Him, and I think the ghosts of

old love will be a distant memory in the pursuit

of intimacy with a real Love.

You will find that the longer and harder the

journey, the less you will think of your old

lovers. Breakups that once stung your heart

will only become footnotes and landmarks along

the way. The things that we once thought we

couldn’t live without have now become the things

we forget. Pain and sin are simply mile markers

on the journey to free life.
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[seven] Rebounds

They meet.

They flirt.

They fall in love.

They breakup.

They rebound.

I can only speak for myself in matters of

romance, but if you get dumped or dump someone

soon enough there is usually a rebound. A

rebound is someone you know isn't right for you,

someone who know you would not consider in a

serious relationship, someone who may be a

downgrade from the previous love or a

superficial replacement, and someone who you

know knows that they are a rebound. Call it a

fling, a one-night stand, a booty call, or a

hook up; you know exactly what I'm talking

about. When we get dumped, we of course mourn

the break up, but then something inside of us

longs for that feeling of being needed our
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previous relationship gave us. Even if it is a

fake feeling, we still feel we need it. We want

to be wanted, and after being in a relationship

and feeling needed one day and then not being

needed the next (regardless of who broke up with

who) you want to be needed and wanted again.

The action of finding a temporary replacement

for your lost love is what I call the rebound.

Sometimes you will have to try really hard to

not call the rebound the old love's name.

I think we are meant to be with God. He

obviously created us and wants a relationship

with us, but I think He will sometimes let us go

in a way. Like the prodigal son whose dad just

let Him learn on His own, God created us to let

us wander to try and do it ourselves. In the

same way, I think that God is our one and only.

Even though He is our creator, He is also our

purpose. I also think a lot of times we lose

sight of that and we breakup with Him when

things get hard and out of our comfort zone,

like when we come to that wall and realize the

journey that God is calling us to is much

crazier than a simple ladder to the other side.

I think most of us live in an off and on again

relationship with God in which we are the ones
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taking breaks, getting upset, and in moments

even deciding to break up with God, thus turning

to these rebounds in our lives in order to feel

needed again. Once we feel the pressure of

actual intimacy and oneness with God on the

other side of the wall, we can't handle it, so

we break it off with Him. We turn to rebounds

because they are the things that make us feel

human again and set apart from God. The

rebounds are the sins we hide in our fig leaf

sports coats and dresses. I don't have to use

examples because you know exactly what I am

talking about. I'm talking about the dirt, the

things you hide from everyone else. Those are

our rebounds.

Like a freshly dumped guy sending out text

messages like missiles to every girl on his

phone, we turn to our rebounds when things get

sketchy with God. We have every ex-girlfriend

and past hookup ready to go just as we have

every vice and old struggle in full-blown

conversation. It is sad, but it is true:

You and God get in a fight and don't see eye to

eye? You'll look at porn.
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You and God have an honest conversation about

where "this" is all going? You'll go out get

drunk.

We can't handle the pressure of intimacy with

God so we feel the need to be human and make

mistakes. God is calling us to be like Him, but

we are human and that kind of pressure kills us.

We have a longing inside of us that feels the

need for intimacy and real love, but once that

Love comes into our vision line we get scared

and run off. Rebounds are not built to last.

Rebounds are a temporary fix of the longing to

feel complete. Most of the time during rebounds

you know that what is going on is not real, but

you don't care because you need the temporary

satisfaction of being wanted without all the

strings attached. When we break up with God and

turn to our rebounds He stays true. God has no

rebounds because He doesn't need rebounds. He

has everything He wants and needs in you.

You.

God has everything He wants and needs in you.

Everything.
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We are the ones who find needs and wants in the

rebounds and the distractions because they are

easier to maintain than the ones found in

Christ. I wonder what our relationships with

God would be like if we gave as much as He gave,

and loved as much as He loved. What if we could

somehow pull that kind of raw affection out of

our butts? For one, I don't think it is

possible, but I think is some backwards way our

imperfection paints a better picture of God's

perfection. We cannot understand true without

understanding false. When my Grandma passed

away a few years ago I wrote this after her

funeral:

Maybe the reason we experience pain here on

earth is so that we can have a better

understanding of comfort in heaven.

Maybe the reason we experience suffering here on

earth is so that we can have a better

appreciation for peace someday.

You know what I mean? Its like you don't know

what it feels like to be clean until you've been
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dirty. It takes a lot of noise to know, and

understand, what real silence is like.

Experiencing pain now is understanding comfort

later. Suffering now is appreciating peace

later.

Maybe the reason we experience death here on

earth is so that we can know what it means to

experience life in heaven. Real life. Eternal

life. We must go through temporary to understand

eternal.

I can very well be wrong about this, but it

seems to have God's handy work all over it. He

always does things backwards to how we think.

This is very backwards, and slightly confusing,

but very beautiful at the same time.

…

I think God made us faulty-lovers in order to

understand His love in such an amazing, mind

blowing way. God probably made us dark

individuals so that when His light comes in we

will be able to feel the warmth. Maybe God made
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us with a need that can never quite be satisfied

here on earth to give us the opportunity to

screw up and turn to other things, only to

realize that those things are very temporary.

Like cold medicine, these rebounds are not the

remedy but only a temporary relief. I'm not

saying God allows us to live in sin and call up

our rebounds, but I think He knows us well

enough to know that we already have their

numbers typed in to our phones. I know that in

my life the moment I fall madly in love with my

Savior is the same moment my old lovers creep to

the forefront. Honestly, it is easier to follow

rebounds and hookups because there is no

attachment. You know, as well as the rebound

knows, that their flings mean nothing. It is

easier to follow something that means nothing

than it is to follow a King that means

everything. And this is the struggle we are

left to deal with. Most people take the

rebounds and hookups because they are easy, they

lead to a lustful life lived with little meaning

and even less direction. God's intimacy leads

to a rough journey but is filled with meaning

and adventure.
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Some people find Love and they tuck tail and

run. (Me.)

But some people find Love and follow it and have

children together and spend every breathing

moment with their Love. (Me one day.)

My grandparents were married for almost 60 years

before they passed, and I cannot even remember a

time when they were in separate rooms.

Every living breathing moment with Love.

Rebounds are easy, hookups are easy, and one-

night stands are easy.

But living in intimacy with our Creator is hard.

No story in the Bible tells us that our romance

with God is going to be rainbows and flowers,

but every story does tell us that our love will

be true. No story tells me that God and I are

going to skip through the fields and make out on

the top of the Empire State Building, but every

story tells me that He will be there, step-by-

step and day-by-day.
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Every...

breathing...

moment.

As Christians we are searching for completion,

and it is much easier to attempt completion in

the easy ways of the world. Sinning is easy and

it is simple. In the form of an equation it is

even simpler: do this and get this result. But

if following and loving God were an equation

(which, for the record it never can be) it would

be much more difficult I imagine. I think it

would be more like chicken scratch with numbers

and arrows pointing in different directions,

instructions that only the Creator of the

problem understand. Rebounds just want to use

us and tease us with this feeling of being

complete, but God wants to love us and be

complete in Him.

Rebounds say, "I'll come over tonight."

God says, "To have and to hold from this day

forward."
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Hookups say, "Just this once."

God says, “For better or for worse, for richer,

for poorer, in sickness and in health."

One-night stands say, "I'll just use you."

God says, "To love and to cherish."

Booty calls say, "Just tonight."

God says, "From this day forward, until death do

us part."

The rebound says, "I better leave now."

God says, "I am always here."

Sometimes in life I believe we settle for

rebounds because we know exactly what they

entail. Rebounds have no mystery, and even

though they can cause as much loneliness as love

does pain, we are still drawn to them. I have a

friend who once told me "Don't trade the forever

for the whatever." Meaning in this case, don't

trade the forever love and intimacy with God for

the whatever of the prostitute type of love that
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rebounds offer. When we use rebounds and/or

rebounds use us, we might as well be leaving

money on the dresser on our way out because it

isn't real. Rebounds are forced but real love

is raw and beautiful. Rebounds are not even a

glimmer into the intimacy that God wants to draw

us into. Rebounds never leave us with the

satisfaction of real love, only the loneliness

of false romance. God's love endures and is

forever while the rebound's love is temporary.

The truth is that if we never had broken it off

with God we would have no need or knowledge of

these rebounds that destroy us. Unfortunately

for us we are not perfect, and our on and off

again relationships with Jesus lead us to on and

off again one nights stands with sin. We can

try to cut ties with old lovers and rebounds by

deleting their numbers, but they know our

numbers as well. They find their way into our

brains and keep us awake at night, knowing our

weakness is our need to be needed, if only for a

moment.

As Christians, the only way to break from our

rebounds is to pursue something real. Once you

feel the warmth of our Father and follow Him
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towards intimacy, you will never want to be left

in the cold sheets that the rebounds leave

behind.
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[eight] Mittens and Gloves

My friend Kelsey taught me something about

holding hands while we were friends in college.

She taught me that there are two ways of holding

hands: one is called "the mitten" and the other

is called "the glove".

Imagine winter weather wear, specifically gloves

and mittens, and this will teach you the

difference between the two. To mitten is to

keep all of your fingers together while holding

someone else's hand. To glove is to interlock

fingers. Mittening is mostly used as a friendly

gesture to be used while joining for prayer or

encouraging someone, or holding someone's hand

as you cross the street. Gloving, as Kelsey

would put it, is for loving; this is the

romantic handhold, the ultimate sign of PDA

(Public Display of Affection) by its subtlety

and volume. Gloving becomes awkward quickly if

used as a friendship gesture.
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Mittening someone is symbolic of being able to

hold on and let go freely, but gloving someone

is symbolic of strength and connection.

...

I have a friend named Kody who told me a story

once about a girl he used to date. She went

away on some trip one summer, he talked about

how much he liked her and missed her while she

was gone. He went on about they spent every

moment together leading up to the trip and how

sad it was when she left. He decided to go to

the airport to surprise her upon her return. It

had been months since they had seen each other

and the anticipation was killing him. Finally

her plane landed and as she walked out of the

terminal and saw Kody standing there, she walked

up to him and gave him a side hug, not the full-

on embrace he was expecting. As they collected

her bags, she seemed disinterested and distant

to him.

Kody thought that maybe she was just tired from

the trip, and gave her some time to rest and

recuperate.
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But soon he learned that the side hug was a

little bit more telling than he had hoped.

There was someone else.

...

I stood there weeping at the terminal gate. I

went to go pick up an old friend from the

airport, but her plane got delayed and I waited

around and people watched. I saw a young man

hiding behind a phone booth as a young lady

returned home with her family there to greet

her. Once they had all exchanged hugs and

greetings, the young man who I assumed to be her

boyfriend, surprised her when he crept up on her

and hugged her from behind. She just about lost

it. I watched mothers return to their children,

and fathers to their sons. I watched lonely

people sidestepping the reunions to get their

bags and go home. I watched businessmen and

women never lift their eyes from their

newspapers or books or work or whatever they had

in front of their faces. I watched a young

child grab on to his father's leg, in full

embrace.
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The time I spent sitting there waiting I felt

very alone and very all together with the world

all at once. A sense of desperation and unity

crept in and all I could think about was how

everyone should have people to greet them when

they return. Even if it is a man coming home

from work to a child's embrace, or a lone

businessman, there should never be a time when

returning becomes ordinary.

When I was in middle school my dad began working

in Alaska. His shifts would last for two weeks

and then he would come home for two weeks. I

remember always wanting to go with my mom to

drop my dad off at the airport. I remember

crying the entire time and I always wanting to

stay and watch his plane take off. I remember

always wanting to talk to my dad on the phone

when he called. I remember crying to him and

asking him to come home. I remember always

wanting to go with my mom to pick my dad up at

the airport. This was when you could actually

go into the terminals and wait for them, and I

remember hiding in the little closets they had

there for people to hang up their clothes, and I

remember trying to always surprise him, even
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though I assume he always knew where I was. I

remember repeating this cycle of dropping off,

phone calls, and picking up for a long time.

I also remember when I stopped going to the

airport, and I remember when I stopped wanting

to talk to him on the phone, and when I stopped

hiding in the closet, and stopped going to pick

him up.

It registered one day while I was in tears after

dropping my dad off, that this was killing me.

I remember thinking that no one should ever have

to go through these emotions on such a regular

basis, and I remember the day I turned off that

switch. I stopped caring because my father was

putting me through way too much emotionally.

The age I was at the time was the age a boy

really needs a father, and not a father who is

there half of the time. After a couple of years

,the two weeks turned into months, and the home

visits became fewer and shorter and in a way I

was glad that I had turned that switch off

because it only would have become worse.

I held this against my father for many years, in

fact there were times I would have insisted to
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you that I hated him. Even now, deep down in my

manliness, some part of me is terrified to latch

on to my dad, for fear that he will be gone and

I will be left hiding in some closet alone.

...

Mittening with someone is good when you are

crossing a street together, but not for people

who are moving through life together. Gloving

is intimacy; it is a sign of oneness with

someone else.

A sign of exclusivity.

I think many of us mitten with God, thinking

that He just wants to show us something on the

other side of the street, but what we don’t

realize is that He wants to take us to the other

side of the street in order to begin a journey

together that will last a lifetime. We expect

to cross the street and have coffee with Him,

but what He expects is someone to journey with

Him and to stroll through the fields of some far

off land where the coffee beans come from.

Being with God, in a way, is easy, but being

exclusively intimate with Him is much harder.
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It is easy to date around, so to speak, and it

is easy to use God when we need Him like a late

night booty call or someone to cuddle and watch

movies with, but it is very hard to be married

with God, and to come home to Him everyday. It

is easy to date Him, but much more difficult to

love Him.

God wants to move with us throughout life, He

wants us to lay our head on His chest as He

breathes, and He wants us to sing harmony with

Him as we walk together in the garden. He wants

to glove us. He wants us to never let go.

The problem for me is, after a while, my hand

starts to sweat.

...

How many times have we given God the shaft of

the side hug? How many times has God

outstretched His arms to us, only to have us

sneak in and grab Him from the side? There is no

feeling in a side hug, no emotion. Side hugs

are rigid and something invented for photographs

and three legged races. Sometimes we would

rather just be friends with God rather than in a
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full-blown relationship with him. I hate those

songs that declare that Jesus as our best friend

or treat Him like He is our buddy or something.

I guess they are okay, its just that being

someone's friend is a lot different than being

someone's one and only. We are called to be

lovers with Christ; we are to be His bride. We

are in something of a romance with him, and side

hugs are not for romances. Jesus is seeking a

full-blown relationship, a love equal to a love

between a guy and a girl. He wants to marry us.

He wants to pick up the whole tab and not go

Dutch. But instead we give God the side hug and

would rather just be his friend. We would

rather just have Him around for our convenience,

but not necessarily all the time. God, on the

other hand, is waiting for the full embrace, not

the side hug.

Do you think that when the son returned in Luke

15 that he walked up to his father and gave him

a side hug?

Do you think the father ran to the son the

moment he saw him in the distance to give him a

side hug?
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Do you think God is longing for impersonal side

hugs or lifelong embraces?

Embracing someone takes two. I've been in one-

sided hugs before and they just feel funny and

awkward. But to embrace is to let go and grab

on all at once. To embrace is much like

breathing.

If you look in the Old Testament, specifically

the Exodus, you see a lot of people turning

their backs on God. You see a lot of times

where God is standing there with open arms, and

you see His people sneak in for the side hug,

pose for a picture, and act like they are

together as one. You also see His people really

lost. You see His people struggling to find

themselves and their way. Then, on rare

occasions, you see this beautiful embrace of His

people and Him, together at last. Soon however,

you see them slip back away and chasing their

tails again.

I think that those rare moments of embrace are

worth it to God though. I think all the pain

and drama of us trying to do life on our own,

side hugging God, is worth it to Him for that
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one embrace. I think God loves us so much that

He would allow us to wander for forty years,

running into walls around every corner, only to

embrace us when we have no where else left to

look. Embracing God is saying that you are

ready to give up, and ready to get going all in

one motion. Embracing God is a desperate plea

to love and be loved by Him.

By accepting and living in the embrace of God,

we are called to extend the most radical picture

of grace and peace out to others. Once we

embrace God, we are called to be the embrace of

God. It is not just an embrace as much as it is

a lifestyle. It is one thing to embraced, but

another thing to extend the gift of God’s

embrace to others. By doing so, we are taking

on the same risk that God takes on with us, the

risk that we might not be hugged back. It’s just

how life is. Sometimes we will be ignored as

life goes by ever so quickly. Sometimes we will

get the side hug, as people just don’t want to

commit. Sometimes we will be broken hearted,

just as we have broken His heart. But sometimes

we will be the embrace of God while His grace

and peace comes crashing down here on earth

bringing a little slice of heaven along with it.
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...

The relationship I had with my father growing up

has played a huge role in how I see God even

today. I feel as though if I ever get too close

to Him, He will just leave me and go about His

business. What is hard for me to understand is

that when God "leaves" he is actually inviting

me to go with Him. I think sometimes as

Christians we feel as though we are stuck in a

rut, but in reality it is just that we have

stopped moving. God is a continual movement,

like the wind, never stopping and never the

same. We think we have found Him, and we may

have, but if we take our eyes off of Him or stop

moving, He will gone as the sun sets over the

hill. Too may people feel like the journey of

life is to find God, which is partly true, but

once we find Him the journey is really just

beginning. God never leaves us, but He may lose

us in His dust, He may lose us in the dense

forest. He is an always moving, always

breathing, never ceasing kind of God that will

keep us guessing and loving and holding and

longing for Him until we die. And even then, I

think the adventure is just beginning.
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[nine] Name

In the beginning God created...

He created the heavens and earth, He separated

the waters from the land and the sky from the

ground, He created veggies and fruits, the sun,

moon, and stars. He created animals and after

that he picked up some mud and breathed into it

and created man and gave him a name. Adam.

Then God asks Adam to name the animals - God

named Adam but then gave him authority to name

the animals. After Adam names the animals, God

pulls a rib out of him while he is asleep and

makes a companion for him and then gives Adam

the authority to name her as well. He called

her “woman ”. I think it's interesting how God

creates yet gives us an authority to do the

naming, almost as if He were saying that we are

in this together, that He made it but we have

some sway down here as well. I will make it and
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you will name it.

When a baby is born we give them a name. When

we get pets we give them names. Some people

name their cars, and others name their robots.

At the bakery where I work they have named the

oven, the walk-in refrigerator, and the coffee

machine. Maybe we name things in order to call

them sometime other than their literal thing-

ness, such as "Baby" or "Dog", but I really

think we name things in order to show authority

over them. When I say authority I don’t mean it

in a negative sense but rather a "helper" sense.

Like a parent naming their child, they are

saying that we created you and we will be here

for you from day one until you are old enough to

take care of yourself, and even then we will

still be here. We name things because we want

the things being named to know where they came

from, and more specifically why they are here.

Names do have meanings, and the naming of

children is a very special moment for parents.

Their names would not only tell a story of where

they came from, but also it would proclaim who

they were going to become. In a few instances

in the Bible, God renames people as a way of

saying, “This is who you were, but your new
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name is who you will be." I don't think there is

a more definitive way of changing ones character

in the story of life than by changing their

name. People who are running from something

change their names in order to get away, just

like people who are running towards something

might change their name as well, like in the

story of Saul/Paul. Our names define who we

are, when someone wants our authorization we

sign our name. Our whole life is based on our

name.

God gave us a name and, just like a newborn

child, this name is one to remind us of where we

came from but more importantly of where we are

going.

Some of us have lived a life that would bring

pride to our names; maybe you could even say you

have been true to your name. But if you are

like me, you have probably been very untrue to

your name. I think God names us with an idea of

who He wants us to be, of a potential within us.

I'm not talking about vocation but rather an

idea that God implants us with our potential

when He gives us our name much like we want to

implant the same potential when we name our
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children. No one names their baby girl

"Stripper" in hopes that one day she becomes a

stripper, but instead they name her "Kristine"

which means "Follower of Christ". Parents

implant the hope they have for their children in

their names as well as marking the child as

their own. Certain names run in the family and

people are named after other people in hopes

that a glimmer of who they were is shown in who

the child could be. If I were to be born a girl

my name was to be Molly, which was my mothers

best friend. Instead, I was named Mitchell and

I was named after a longtime family friend and

the name actually means, "Who is like God?" I

love how my name is a question, and true to

form, I think it really fits my personality. God

implants the hope He has in us by the name He

has given to us and has written on our soul; a

name that glorifies God and brings heaven to the

places it goes. Like I said, no one names their

kid a negative name in hopes that the kid ends

up being a bad person, but they name them names

of hope and grace hoping that their life is

filled with those things.

For many of us I believe its time for a name

change. I think many of us have gone so far
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away from our destined path, that the name God

wrote on our soul for us has been covered up

with graffiti. I'm not saying to go run out and

have your name legally changed; this name change

comes from within. This name change is a

reclaiming of who you are and, more importantly,

who God wants you to be. Many of us need to

take back the hope that is in our hearts and

make a name for ourselves once again. Its a

long road to change your name, and

metaphorically speaking you might accidentally

write your old name again when you are signing

papers, meaning you might slip and fall back

into who you used to be. We all lose sight of

hope and we need to be refreshed and renamed in

the body of Christ.

Getting a new name is not like getting a label

or a nickname - it is a real name. A name is a

statement of your potential, not what you

believe or what you've done.

What is your name saying for you? Are you

living a good name? Do you need to be renamed?

Names make us human and accepting of love. No

one gets attached to a dog with no name, but
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once a child names it, a bond is formed; the dog

is his or hers. God has named us from the very

beginning as His and has attached Himself to us

from the start. We are God's people, the sons

and daughters of the King.

Names are what separate us from being numbers.

Who likes being called a number rather than a

name? Names are personal and numbers are just

the opposite. Anyone can call someone a number,

but calling someone a name shows respect.

As sons and daughters of the King, I bet God can

get a little confused with all these kids

running around down here. I can see how people

question God because, I don’t know if its true

or not but I heard once that there are more

people alive right now than the total combined

number of all the people that have ever existed.

Once again, I don’t know if that’s true or not,

but I'm saying God probably has a lot on His

plate.

Do you ever feel like you are just a number to

God?

That maybe He is off with His other kids and has
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forgotten about you?

I have always had this theory about knowing and

understanding and how they are different. Like

those friends that get straight A's in school,

but are really kind of dumb when it comes to

living outside the walls of academia. I think

that is why I struggled so much in school,

because I did not want to simply know the

information in the books, but I wanted to

understand what it meant, what it was there for,

and how to apply it in my life. Like math, you

can know the algorithms and the methods, but the

teachers do little to tell you what they are

used for in normal non-textbook life. You can

know math, but you don't understand its purpose

until you find it.

Just like I have known those verses in the Bible

that talk about the race and running and

finishing and all of that.

But now...I understand.

…

So maybe I got a little ahead of myself, or
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maybe even a little cocky, but I signed up to

run a half marathon in the Oklahoma City

Memorial Marathon in 2009. A half marathon is

13.1 miles, and I had never run more than a few

miles in my life. Even though I had not run in

over two months I signed up a week before the

race, in other words I signed up for a half

marathon with out training for it.

The day after I signed up I cut the sodas and

fast food from my diet and really watched what I

was putting into my body since I figured I

should do something training-like. The result?

I dropped almost ten pounds before race day and

got the best sleep of my life. I didn’t go out

for any runs because I didn’t want my body to

get tired before the race on Sunday. Race day

rolled around and I got up around 4:30am, and

headed downtown. The Memorial Marathon is in

remembrance of the April 19th, 1995 bombing in

Oklahoma City and the race begins and ends

within a block of where the bombing happened.

There was a prayer service held before the

marathon started at the survivor tree. The

survivor tree was there the day of the bombing

in a direct line of the blast and is the only
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tree still alive in that area from that day.

The tree is now a centerpiece to the memorial,

and if you are ever in Oklahoma City it is a

must see. Even though the reason the memorial

is there stems from something very senseless,

walking around the memorial brings a realization

that there is hope. A hundred or so people

gathered around the tree for the prayer service

and we sang songs together and someone talked

briefly. Once we all joined in prayer and were

dismissed, someone began singing “Amazing

Grace ” as people began filtering towards the

starting point. Maybe it was just the feeling

of being at the memorial and being under the

tree, but my emotions were really high that

morning and I began to tear up as I sang the

words, and little did I know that “Amazing

Grace ” was just the beginning.

Light was just beginning to crack the surface of

the city when the race started and 19,000 people

were ready to run.

I will never be able to describe what happened

as I ran the half-marathon that morning. I

believe every emotion possible came over me in

an overwhelming way. I laughed, I cried, I
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experienced joy, fatigue, and a few cramps along

the way. In my personal life at the time of the

race, I was going through some really heavy

issues on just who I was and who I was supposed

to be. I had really felt that I was simply

becoming a number to God, in other words I was

feeling as though I didn’t matter to Him, that I

was just lost in the shuffle of things. During

the race, for the first time in my life, I knew

what it felt like to be completely and utterly

helpless.

When I came around the last turn of the half-

marathon my iPod switched to a song called

“ Amazing Because It Is ” by the Almost. The

chorus of that song is the same chorus to the

song “Amazing Grace ”

Amazing grace,

How sweet the sound,

That saved a wretch like me.

I once was lost,

But now I’m found,

Was blind but now I see.

As the song played I began to weep. Thousands

of people had lined the final stretch to cheer
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on the finishers. It was the closest to God I

have ever felt.

On Sunday, April 26, 2009 I ran with 19,000

other people. I started the race lost and

crying out for someone to hear me. I finished

the race found and crying. I went into the race

feeling like a number to God but finished

feeling like a name.

I found God in the strangers on the side of the

road offering high fives, and in the buildings

that mean nothing to the world but everything to

me and the people that fill them.

I told my friend Seth, when he mentioned he was

going to run a half-marathon, to "look out for

the small things, to capture your thoughts,

because if you don't realize what’s happening

you'll have run thirteen miles and gone no

where." I also told him that I needed to write

that down because I thought it was really deep.

The beautiful thing about Jesus is that He

became a number in order to give us a name. He

came into this race and ran it just as we do.

He came and touched people, physically and
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metaphorically, and He left His imprint on the

race. Instead of saying that the race was

finished, He invited us into the race as well.

He gave us an opportunity to follow Him step for

step and leave our own imprint on this race.

Like my half marathon, I was very unequipped and

unprepared for this race of life, but I will

finish it. The times I felt like I was running

alone I was really running with 19,000 other

people and going stride for stride with all of

them. The times I felt alone inside I realized

that God was with me, saying my name to me as we

danced across the finish line together. Jesus

became a number in order to give us a name, and

not only to give us a name but also to realize

the potential in that name. He came to run the

race, but to then let us run the race as well.

Jesus didn't come down here to do all the work

for us, He came down here to show us the way to

run, the way to live.

God gave us a name, not a number or a label in

order to put us in to categories. Humans make

categories but God makes connections. Humans

will count the hairs on your head in the name of

research, but God will do it in the name of

love. Humans will tell you in numerous ways
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this is how you should be, but God shows you

what you could be.

In all of the analogies about "the race" I've

heard growing up in church, I think saying that

God is waiting for us at the finish line is

totally bogus. God is not the goal or the point

of the race. I think God is right there running

by our side. I think He is right there on the

curb handing out water, and He is the stranger

on the street giving you a high five. I also

assume that He is the one that steps on the back

of your foot, and the one who stops to make sure

you're okay when you cramp up, or stumble, or

fall, or just flat out quit running. He is the

friendly voice of encouragement, and the still

small whisper of your name in the wind. He is

the sun behind the clouds, and the music on your

heart. He is the amazing grace that begins and

ends each day.

I think it is really delightful when God changes

people’s names in the Bible as if to say,

"Saul, you are done with that part of your life,

let me give you a new name...
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Stand back for a second…

Ready?

Now go, Paul...

Go."

A lot of us probably need some name changes. We

all have pasts and it seems the more people I

know the more people I know trying to move on

from a past. I met this guy name R.P. one time.

Apparently R.P. used to be in a biker gang of

some sorts. He had tattoos up and down his arms

and a mustache. R.P. was your typical looking

biker. He pulled up his sleeves and was talking

about his tattoos from his biker gang days and

of all the things he thought were important to

him and his gang. He told me about how he could

have them removed or covered up if he'd like,

but if he did that then he would forget where he

came from. He showed me his Christian tattoos

on the same arms as the gang tattoos and said

that when he looks down he sees the story of

where he was, but then sees where Jesus stepped

in and gave him new life.
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A new name.

His name was always R.P., but his name changed

the moment God burrowed Himself into his life.

You can change your name a thousand times but

you will never out run your past.

Own it. Remember it. Learn from it.

If you haven’t noticed already my name is

Mitchell. Mitch would be the short form of

Mitchell, and Mitch is what I was always called

growing up. I introduce myself as Mitch, but

sign papers and write my name as Mitchell. I'm

not sure why I do that, I just do. But the name

Mitch rhymes with a certain word that starts

with "B" and ends with the same four letters as

Mitch. You'd be surprised how many people, up

to this day, believe they are the first person

to discover this. They don't realize that I

have heard this joke since kindergarten, before

I even knew what it meant. In middle school,

people would yell the b-word loudly down the

hall and wait for me to respond, thinking that

they were saying my name. Real cute, right?

But after hearing the jokes and being teased for
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many years, it just got to the point where I

couldn't take it anymore. I tried being

frustrated about the people joking, and I tried

to make cuts at them back, but nothing ever

worked until I just owned my name. I didn't

give in to their teasing, and I didn't let

people walk all over me, I just owned my name.

I accepted that my name rhymed with that word,

but I didn't let it bother me. I realized the

people who thought they were clever were in all

actuality really cheesy and dumb, considering

high school students were making the same jokes

I heard in kindergarten and all. You can run

from your name but it is your name. Being you

isn’t easy, but it is the you that God called

you to be.

Know your name. Own your name. Get a new name

if you have to.

Your name is your past, but it is also the hope

of your present.
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“ Hope isn’t something you create, it’s

something you let inside. ” –John Mayer.
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[ten] City of Sunrise

Not too long ago, I was at my church and we were

in a time of worship. It was the second song

when I had to take a step back because I

realized that something was different about this

worship than in the months prior.

I realized during the second song that I was

actually singing.

It took me by surprise because for the past few

months I had not been singing at all. In fact,

most Sundays I just stood there with my arms

crossed with no more than a few off key mumbles

in half-rhythm escaping my mouth. But this

Sunday morning was different. I was singing,

and I was singing loudly.

The reason I had not been singing in the months

previous was for a few reasons, some more

excusable than others. I was in a funk
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spiritually. I was not even trying to move

closer to God, and I was just taking up space in

a life that was calling me to move and create

and to become something more. I had recently

lost my job, a job that I was kind of banking on

having for a while and making some advancement

in my own life with, a job that I had left a

previous and very secure job for, and a job that

was financially more stable. I had also tore

some ligaments and maybe even fractured my ankle

playing basketball before I had lost my job, so

for months I was forced to sit and do nothing

but watch TV and movies, activities in which I

am not fond of. And soon after I lost my job,

my girlfriend at the time broke up with me in a

very confusing way. A girl that I could have

seen myself with, a girl that I thought I had

loved, and a girl I left a lot of myself on the

curb for.

So singing praises to God on Sunday mornings

wasn't really on my to-do list.

I had been losing sleep and confidence as girl

drama and job interviews and applications came

back unnoticed. So I wasn't really in a place

to be hopeful.
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In the second song, when I realized that I was

singing, I also realized that none of these

circumstances had changed. Life still sucked,

no job, no lady, and very little hope. But that

morning, for some strange reason, there was a

song on my heart and my lips. As I began to

weep while singing songs of hope on that Sunday

morning, I began to think of the symbolism of

the sunrise.

Every morning I get to drive to downtown

Oklahoma City for work. I leave my apartment at

6:40am and head east towards the city. Every

morning I get to watch the sun rise behind the

tall buildings of the city. As it rises the

light creeps down the streets and gets stuck

behind buildings and creates shade. The colors

of cotton candy clouds reach up towards the

skyscrapers as the black turns into blues, reds,

oranges, and yellows. Eventually, the sun peaks

above the city, and it is almost as if you never

knew the sunrise happened that day. Light

overtakes the city and everything is lit as the

sky turns into its cliché blue tint.

I think sunrises are a symbol of the hope that
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God has for us. Quite simply, life and love are

dark places to be in. When night falls, all we

have is the hope that the sun will rise in a few

hours. In the darkness of our lives we question

whether the sun will actually ever rise again

and we can only hope that it rises soon. We

kind of expect the world to stop and take notice

when you are knocked down on your ass, but the

sun goes down and people get in their cars and

drive home, all the while never noticing you on

the ground. Our desperate cries through the

night fall on deaf ears and the darkness

overtakes the city and eventually brings the

cold.

We have all been here right?

Whether it’s being jobless and lady-less, or

being injured and hopeless.

This is a place we can all relate to.

Dark.

Cold.

Afraid.
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No sun in sight, and with it no hopes of ever

seeing the sun again either.

Nights spent alone and awake are always the

longest of nights. Minutes seem like hours and

no amount of reruns and infomercials can speed

the time up. While cold, these moments are

important in the creation and molding of who we

are. It’s in these moments that we cry out to

God and question His whole plan. Sometimes we

scream curses and questions, other times we are

silent and spend nights pacing the halls of our

spiritual lives. Sometimes we punch walls in

loss and other times our minds and imaginations

conquer our realities with thoughts of harm to

others and ourselves.

But just as night gets its coldest a light can

be seen on the horizon line. It peaks over the

train tracks and begins to be reflected off of

the windows of the city. It makes its way

moving west down streets of cold pavement and

stagnant rain puddles. It lights up sides of

buildings while leaving others in the cold

shadows of daybreak.
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And you sit and wait in the shadows of the city

for the sunrise to come touch your face.

If you have ever really watched a sunrise, you

see the sun come over the horizon but you

realize quickly that it is still cold. The

presence of light does not always mean the

presence of warmth. It takes time, just as it

does in our lives, for the warmth to come and

replace the cold.

This is hope.

It is possible to be watching the sunrise, to be

watching the hope of redemption and grace coming

your way, but still be cold and shivering from

the BS that is life. Sometimes we are stuck in

the shadows of skyscrapers blocking the sun from

warming our hearts with hope and peace, and we

miss the sunrise. Other times we are watching

the light warm others as we sit under a tree and

wondering if the light will ever warm our skin

and the winds of redemption will ever brush our

hair in the breeze.

Having hope is knowing that this is coming, but

not exactly feeling it.
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That Sunday morning when I was singing I saw the

sunrise and I felt its warmth on my soul. But

on other days, it was as if I was outrunning the

sunrise, skipping over time zones and missing

the sunrise by minutes each day. I think I run

from God in the same way, like I’m too busy

focusing on what I’m running from instead of

what I could be running toward. Sometimes I feel

like I run circles around God, hoping to find

Him in the motions, but I think He just stands

there and lets me get tired until I cramp up and

have to stop. That morning at church I was beat

up and none of the circumstances in my life had

changed. The songs weren't any different, the

band was not any different, and my location was

no different. Something hit me that morning. I

realize now that I didn't do anything to get to

that point either. I didn't have to jump

through a hoop and do a dance in order to love

God. Sometimes we don't love God, and sometimes

we don't want to love God, but that morning I

wanted to want to love God.

Months after the incident at church, I got to

hold my baby nephew, Cavin Luke Richards. He is

my first and only nephew, and he is quite the
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stud. To anyone else who would have seen me

holding him they just would have thought that it

was a guy holding a baby, but there is more to

the story than me just holding him.

About a year before I held Cavin, my sister in

law and my brother were pregnant with triplets.

Long story short: they lost all three babies.

It was a crazy and devastating time for our

family and anyone involved. We sat in the dark

streets of despair with no hope. It was a freak

thing and the possibilities of my sister in law

having kids again were really sketchy. They

began looking into adoptions and other things,

and then one day out of the blue, my mom told me

that she was pregnant again. Don't get me wrong

I was excited. But I won’t lie; a fear crept

into my heart upon hearing the news. I wasn't

sure if my family was ready to go through this

again after losing the triplets. So it was a

bittersweet announcement.

As time went on in the pregnancy there were a

few scares, some ups and downs and twists and

turns. There were days that they thought the

baby was going to come that day, months too

early. They even had a goal of how many weeks
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they wanted to keep the baby in there.

They ended up exceeding that goal so much that

they actually ended up inducing labor.

Because God is that good and that confusing.

So when I held Cavin for the first time, it was

more than holding a baby. It was the holding

hope and despair in one motion. It was holding

a year's worth of frustration and fear combined

with nine months worth of hope and joy. It was

holding the darkness of night with the warmth of

sunshine all at once.

That is the sunrise of hope.

And even the name Cavin itself is a warmth of

hope. When my brother was in high school, three

of his good friends died in a car accident on

their way to a soccer game, and I am to

understand that the accident may have involved

my brother because they were going to a game

that my brother would have been playing in had

he not broken his foot playing a few months

before. One of the kid's names was Roger. He

was a fantastic soccer player who lived down the
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street from us, literally one of the best in the

country for his age. He taught me my first

curse words as we played in the front yard.

Another's name was Cavin. Cavin was one of my

brother's best friends growing up. They played

sports together and had sleepovers. His mother

made me eat spinach when we went to their house.

But this car accident changed all of that. The

accident happened over ten years ago and my

brother chose the name Cavin as a way of

reminding himself and others of the dark times

in life, but also the hope that comes with the

sunrise.

Like I said, I don't know what came over me that

morning in church. Sometimes things like that

might be better off left as questions. But I do

know that I sang that morning with my arms

unfolded, loud and hopeful, despite fear and

worry, despite the cold and the shivers.

Sometimes hope comes up and slaps you in the

face while other times in sneaks into your soul

in the warmth of a sunrise to warm your heart

and to escape out as a song.
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[eleven] Three Months

When you have been in a lot of relationships you

begin to pick up on certain trends in the people

you date. There are girls you are more

attracted and drawn to, personality traits you

focus on and adore, things that are non-

negotiable, flaws that you don't mind, and so

on. After having dated a few girls in my life,

I have come to the realization that there is one

thing that I really like at the beginning of the

relationship, but hate after about three months.

It has become clear in my dating life that

around three months the relationship seems to

become a do-or-die situation. Bluntly, if I can

still be in the same room with you for hours

with nothing to do, or can stand a car ride with

you after three months, you are probably a lock

for the ring. By three months, I have already

dissected you to see what’s on the inside, and

after about three months I decide if I want that

forever. Usually, when the word “forever ”
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gets dropped before three months it’s a no-

brainer. “Of course we will be together

forever. ” I say, thinking unicorns and

rainbows will follow us down the isle. But

after three months hits, those unicorns are

actually horses with paper towel rolls on their

forehead, and those rainbows fade with the mist

that brought them.

There are certain people that have addictive

personalities, and what I mean by that is people

are drawn to them, people respect them, and

people want to be like them. Their persona is

addicting because you want as much of their

“ cool ” as you can get. I don't know how much

of this “cool ” I have, but I will say that I

am not immune to it. I used to have a friend

who would talk about how I had a fan club that

everyone wanted to be in, and how much of a

downright likeable guy I am. I don't consider

myself cool in the least bit, and my family

would probably agree with me, so I suppose it’s

not the “cool ” that draws people toward me.

I think it’s the difference.

I haven't really changed much in my 24 years,
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I've always kind of been that awkward kid that

fit in everywhere and nowhere are the same time.

I never had a strong clique that I was apart of

in High school or in college; I just seemed to

spread myself everywhere. I played sports, I

sang in the choir, I took Home Ec, and I went to

the Christian club meetings. I never really

belonged to any group because I really belonged

to all of them. It became a running joke with a

lot of my friends that whenever I went out in

public I would always find someone I knew. For

the record, girls I date hate this, especially

when I run into other females. But even with

some of my guy friends, I have noticed some of

them gravitating towards my personality. I

don't mind this because I'm American and we love

to focus on ourselves and we love it when

someone wants to be like us. For example I will

start using a word or phrase that isn't exactly

a normally used in my vocabulary and in a matter

of a few days after using it, my friends are

using it as well. It is nothing crazy like I

cut my hair and my friends go and get the same

haircut, but its something very noticeable.

I love when I start dating a girl and she is

really drawn to my personality. I like it when
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the girl falls in love with the things I love.

I love introducing girls to my favorite music

and movies and having them fall in love with it.

Then, after she loves all of my details, she

begins to love me and since she is so much like

me I fall in love with her back.

Of course, I only love her for three months or

so because after three months you realize you

have fallen in love with yourself. And you

really can't stand her/you. (Mostly you.) In

other words, I don’t like dating someone who

wants to love me so much that they want to be

like me because most days I don’t love me.

I have found that in the course of my

relationships I have fallen hardest for the most

independent girls. I dated this girl in college

who loved musicals and I hate musicals. I

remember telling her I loved her, and she just

starred at me and didn’t say anything. It was

the hottest thing ever. I always develop

crushes on girls who like country music even

though I hate it about as much as I hate

mayonnaise. I love to love girls who almost act

too good for me, because in all reality, they

probably are. I don't mind having a few
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particulars that I love sharing with a girl, but

usually the ones that have left more of a sting

in my heart after a breakup are the ones who

were completely themselves. I don't find it

hard to dump a girl that is a lot like me,

because remember, I don't like me that much.

I suppose we treat God this way to. It seems as

though I can sustain a healthy relationship with

God for about three months before I get bored

and want to do something rebellious. I will

hear a good sermon, or read a good book, or just

have one of those “God moments” and feel

really “on fire ” or “alive ” for a few months,

only to have it all come crashing down. I think

the reason most of us love God for a short time

is because He is original, He is new and fresh,

and He loves our failures and us. But after a

while, we begin to turn God into ourselves and

so we fall out of love with Him because we can

waste away plenty of time loving ourselves on

our own, without all that guilt trip stuff God

brings along with Him. We have probably all

fallen in love with God in a head over heels

sense of love and within months fallen out of

love with Him to go and do our own thing. It is

a normal part of our spirituality. Everyone
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wants exclusivity with God, but no one wants to

be exclusive with Him. I have realized through

the track record of my past relationships with

girls that I treat God very much like I treat

these relationships. I get bored easily and I

want to find real love, but am too insecure to

secure it. I want to date the hot girls, fall

in love with the pretty ones, marry the nice

ones, but haven't quite found the one that is

all three. I want her to be exclusive to me but

I still want to keep my options open. Falling

in love with God is easy, we don’t have to look

very far to see the things that He has done for

us and for others, but the moment we enter into

relationship with Him we start nitpicking Him.

We start dissecting Him. We start changing Him.

In a song called “ What If It’s All In My Head ”

the band Abandon Kansas sings a line that really

captures what I mean: “You have made us to be

like You, now we’ve made You one of us. ” Once

God becomes us (by no doing of His own), we dump

Him because no one wants to date themselves.

I am a terrible, sleazy person to girls and to

God. I assume that God loves me, but some days

I don't know if that’s true because God and I

don't talk everyday. Or every week. Or every
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month. And so when I say God loves me, I am

basing it on past experience. When I think

about how God loves me, I always think of it in

the past tense because I always think about the

times I knew He did love me. Times when things

were good and warm fuzzies chilled my spine.

But most of that stuff is long gone, and now I

can only assume how God loves me in the way that

a part of me still loves some of the girls I

used to date, even though they are long gone.

I have turned God into me, a freethinking

hipster, with rubber morals and no exit

strategy. I think I fall out of love with God

because, while dating yourself is fun for a

little bit, you quickly lose interest because

you know yourself too well. I guess if I were

honest I would tell you that I really don't like

myself that much and therefore I don't really

like God much either. Since I have never

accomplished anything great in my life, I feel

as though God has never accomplished anything

great in my life either. I feel like if God and

I were in a relationship together we would most

likely be living in a trailer park together,

with no expectations for one another, unmarried,

rarely talking, and kind of despising one
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another. I assume that God and I are still

together for the sole reason that both of us

have nowhere else to go, and that moving in

together was the next step in the process just

like holding hands moves into kissing and so on.

I don't think I even want to marry God most

days, the thought of exclusivity with my Savior

is nice, and knowing that He will always be

there to take care of me is nice as well, but

the thought of wearing a ring…well…it might make

my hand heavy. Marrying God is a nice thought

and all, but it kills your game. I assume that

I will be single all of my life, I just don't

think I can be selfless enough to love someone

forever, and I think the same goes for my

relationship with God. I just cannot see myself

doing it.

Maybe I am being hard on myself, but I really

don’t think I am. I know too many people who

struggle with wanting to love God with

everything they have (they won't say it quite so

bluntly as that, but its what they mean) but

they just don't want to leave the details of

their life. Jesus tells us to take up our cross

and follow him. By this, I don’t think Jesus

means to put on a golden cross necklace and read
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the Bible and pray everyday, but what He means

is "until death do us part." If I treat Jesus

like I've treated my dating life, then I will

never be able settle down with Him. There is

too much going on and too many new things and

new faces to fall in love with to get married.

I think God drops down to a knee and proposes to

us on a daily basis, and some days when He is

really romantic we might even try to say yes. I

have friends that that have said yes and they

live really happy and thrilling lives with God,

I just haven't been able to bring myself to

saying yes. Jesus Christ is everything we don't

want Him to be, and I think that is why I can't

love Him. He is the voice in the dark, the

shadow in the room. He is the groom and we are

the brides, He is, and was, and always will be.

Jesus is everything we don't want Him to be

because we are everything we want to be, and in

some weird twisted way we can't have anything

that is not us. It is just like the falling in

love with a girl that is like you, it's cool for

five minutes but then it gets old. When Jesus

becomes a carbon copy of your own lameness, He

isn't much fun to worship. Why would I worship

a guy that is just like me, wouldn't it be
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easier to just worship myself?

Wait. I already do that.

I can only speak for myself, but now whenever I

meet a girl who has a lot of common interests as

me I get a little leery of dating her. I mean,

its cool that someone shares a lot in interest,

but it only makes for predictability and

monotony. The great thing about Jesus is that

He has never been predictable. From the moment

He breathed life onto the earth, to the way He

came to earth as a baby and breathed grace into

all of our lungs, God has never been

predictable. I am predictable, you can go ahead

and bank on me being boring and never finishing

a thing. I decided the other day that the

perfect job for me is to be a creative

consultant. I don't know if this position

actually exists, but I thought it would be fun

if instead of doing creative things I could just

come up with ideas for other people to actually

do the work, and get paid for it. I have a

resume waiting if anyone knows of this job. But

I am predictable; my life will probably be a

life lived unfinished. I will have a large

amount of great ideas but no follow through, a
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bunch of bunts instead of pure swings. I can

hear God calling from the other side of the

wall, but this sandwich is really good.

In movies and books, it seems like the best

love stories are the ones where the people are

completely different in the end. There is a

prince who falls in love with a normal girl, an

ogre who falls in love with a Princess, a beauty

to a beast, and every other fairy tale. What

about a King to a servant? It is hard to grasp,

but God loves us. He fell for us just as we

have fallen for Him, but when we make God out in

our own image, it extinguishes the flame of our

romance with God.

As soon as God becomes God and not your own

reflection, the spark will ignite in your

romance with Him.
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[twelve] The One That Came Back

Remember my friend Elle? Behind her back I call

her “a beautiful mess. ” She is your typical

Bible-belt twenty-something, brought up in the

ways of Jesus and religion. At a pretty early

age, as most girls do, she decided to go off and

play the role of the prodigal, you know, the

whole sex, drugs, and rock and roll bit we are

brought up to avoid down here. Elle and I have

had many honest conversations about God and

rebellion and how we all kind of just got stuck

with being human. She is really insightful.

Conversations on her front porch, smoking

cigarettes, have, unbeknownst to her, led me to

believe in a very different and more intimate

Jesus.

Elle and I have an interesting friendship to say

the least. We barely knew each other from

school, then we kind of dated, then she got

scared, and now we have this weird friendship
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where we don't talk to each other for a couple

of months and then we hang out and are closer

than ever. We have a really crazy connection,

and not in the finish each other's sentences

kind of way, but almost as if we feel each

other’s pain. It is really odd and we can both

sometimes be really shady towards the other.

For example, one month of our relationship went

like this:

One night, left with the bitter taste of a

breakup in my mouth, I called Elle to see if she

wanted to hang out. I hadn’t spoken to her in a

couple months, and it was really more of a

desperate cry for attention from someone of the

opposite sex rather than wanting to spend

quality time with someone. It was becoming a

stormy night; rain and lightning were coming in

from the west as I went to pick Elle up. We

spent an hour driving around aimlessly, wasting

gas on the country roads outside of our city.

When we got about five miles away from the

middle of nowhere, the storms got really intense

off in the distance. They were still miles away

in other towns, but they were lighting up our

sky as bright as the sun with lightning bolts.

The cheesy side of me thinks that this storm was
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a metaphor for both Elle and I’s friendship and

lives. We were lost in the middle of nowhere

with storms all around us, waiting for it to

come envelop us. The lightning seemed to spin a

spider web with every bolt across the empty sky

and just as the rain started tricking on our

windshield, Elle got scared and made me take her

home.

A week or two later we went to dinner. She

asked me to pray for her, but she didn't tell me

why.

A week or so after that she sent me a few text

messages in the middle of the night saying that

she felt really lost and didn't know where to

go. So we met in a drug store parking lot and

talked for an hour or so about the pain that

comes along with being human. I mostly just

listened and told her that I loved her and that

God loved her, I wasn't really in the position

to say much. She told me how she had been

running from God, and even though she knew where

to find Him she wasn't searching. She told me

about how she felt lost in life, and how her

doubts about God were really real. She also

told me that she thought she knew how to fix the
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mess she was in, but she didn't really feel like

being fixed.

Like I said, she's a beautiful mess.

I realize that Elle probably has the most raw

and honest relationship with Jesus than anyone I

know, and she probably likes Him the least. We

talked about how Jesus didn't come to make

things easy for us, and how life really does

suck. And then we talked about her fears. We

talked about how she needed to get out of the

story she was living in, and how she needed to

go find a new one. I told her to give herself

away to something she believed in rather than

doing nothing. She was thinking about moving to

a new city to start fresh, and we decided that

she could go anywhere she wanted to but it

wouldn't change a thing, that she would still be

the same. It was late and we were both tired,

so we went home. Before we split, she told me

the reason she doesn't hang out with me that

much is because when we hang out she feels the

need to be close to God, and that's why she is

shady with me. I told her we should hang out

more often. She said she wasn't really close to

God, and that she didn't want to be close to
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God, but she wished that she wanted to be close

to God.

A few nights later I got a text from Elle saying

that He had a breakthrough. Upon requesting

more info she told me what had happened. Quite

simply, she couldn't run away from God no matter

how hard she tried. She told me about how she

was drinking a lot in order to numb the

emptiness of God, but even though she drank to

numb the emptiness she always ended up talking

about God to anyone around while she was drunk.

She said that God hadn’t moved her yet, but that

something inside of her finally felt the need to

be moved.

She told me something that gave me chills, but

not from the profundity of it, but the reality

of it. It is the paradox of the gospel; it is

the definitive blur of the whole human struggle.

"I am doomed to be a child of God."

This sums up everything from the fruit to the

son returning home.

Living like Elle does is a lot like running away
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from God but still humming the tune of His song

He wrote for you. It’s like running into the

bushes to hide from Him, only to whisper His

promises to yourself. It's like having to get

drunk just to talk to Him, just to give Him a

drunken call because you are too ashamed to do

it sober.

I think we can all relate to Elle’s story

because it's not just her story, subtract and

add a few details and it becomes our story.

Subtract and add a few more and it turns in the

story of the prodigal son. The prodigal son

story is the Everyman story of the Bible. We

have all been there, and we have all lived it.

We are the ones who squander our father's riches

to come to realize that where we were is where

we needed to be all along. We have all been

lost and ashamed, broken and foolish, but we

have also all been found.

We are all doomed to be children of God.

It's a blessing because we are called His, but

it is something else because we are called to be

something that the world is not.
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The story of the prodigal son is more about the

story of the one that came back rather than the

one that got away. It is the bookend of a few

stories found in Luke 15 that all involving

losing and finding things. The story of the

prodigal son is the story of redemption from the

fall that took place in the garden, it is the

realization that as humans we can never love God

perfectly and that we can only be loved

perfectly. We can try to love the way God does,

but we never will and it is meaningless to try.

God made us broken to show us how perfect He is

and His love is, and every attempt to try and

love the way He does is pointless because we

will never get it right. Every attempt at

loving God unconditionally is just pointing to

how God is able to and how we are not. Every

time we try and love anything perfectly and

fail, it just points to an overall grace of how

Jesus’ love is perfect. It sounds depressing

that we can never love perfectly, but in all

reality it is very beautiful because He makes it

complete. Any love without God is not love at

all, and by choosing to love anything or anyone,

we are breathing God into that someone or

something just by loving them as brokenly as we

can. Perfect love is not possible without God,
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but when God enters the picture grace enters

with Him and our broken love becomes forgiven

and fixed. Every failure we have is made

complete with His perfection. Any shortcoming

we have, God completes with His mercy. We have

the opportunity to complete God by living the

song that He wrote for us and by living out the

potential of our own name. The prodigal son is

you, it's me, it's Adam in the garden, it's

Elle, and it's everyone else who decides to come

back Home. It's the redemption of the fall, but

its also the loneliness and doubt of the fall as

well. It’s the simultaneous realization and

longing of true love.

The story of the son is the story of our lives,

the essential story to who we are as Christians.

Being made imperfect and all, we will runaway

and we will demand from God our inheritance,

something that is not ours. Then we will get

lost, and get broken, and turn back, tuck tail,

and come home. The moment that God embraces us

in front of the house is the very moment we

realize we are where we needed to be all along.

We must realize however, that we never would

have found this place if we never would have
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left it.

I ran away from home once. By “ran away ” I

mean I ran to the place between our house and

the neighbors house. I packed a fanny pack with

loose change and my favorite Hulk Hogan action

figure. I walked into the living room and told

my mother that I was mad at her and was running

away, and she said "Okay." and opened the front

door for me. I think I sat between the two

houses for what seemed like an eternity but was

probably only 20 minutes or so. It was

dinnertime and I have always had quite the

appetite.

But it was mother's willingness to let me leave

that makes this story graceful, a simple,

"Okay." and an opening of the door to usher a

young child on his own way. It was almost as if

she knew where I would be the entire time. God

doesn’t want us to run away, but I think He

allows it sometimes in order for us return.

Whether its 20 minutes or 20 years, I think the

longer we journey without God the more intimate

we become with Him once we return. Once again,

it's more about the one that came back than it

is about the one who left. If I were more
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daring I'd say that leaving is critical to our

Christian journeys, but I know there are so many

flaws in that statement, so I'll say this

instead:

As Christians we will leave. We will turn our

backs on God thinking that we have it

altogether. We will go seek fortune and fame on

the other side of the sea. We will hit rock

bottom. We will eat in the dumpsters and feast

in the alleys. And we will be broken.

I think God paints the ultimate picture of love

when Jesus tells the story of the prodigal son

in Luke 15. A wannabe man sets out to live his

own life, so he asks his father for his

inheritance, even though his father wasn’t even

dead yet, and skips town. I imagine he went to

Vegas and stayed in nice hotels and feasted on

buffets while gambling his money away on slot

machines and prostitutes. The son checks his

ATM balance after a few weeks and realizes that

he is overdrawn with no more money coming in.

Meanwhile back at the ranch, the son’s father

tends to his farm while keeping a watchful eye

on the road that leads up to the farm, hoping
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one day his son will return.

In Vegas, the son searches for anything to fill

his belly - scraps in a city of excess are not

hard to come by, but in a moment of desperation

the son realizes that he has made a mistake. He

realizes that all those things he thought were

worth it, all those things he thought were

better than the farm, ended up being a loveless

mess. Ashamed, he heads home in hopes to work

for his father, forever in his debt.

And this is the scene that gets me:

I imagine the father sitting in the rocking

chair on the porch after a hard day of harvest

when he sees a trail of dirt blowing in the

wind. It is the dirt from the road that leads

to the farm. The car stops at the gate and

drops off a man, dirty and tired from a long

journey home. It is the son and he is ashamed

that he ever let it get to this point, ashamed

that he ever left, and ashamed that he had to

come back. The father stands up from his chair

and squints into the sun. The son walks up to

the porch, and drops his bag and the father

drops his glass of lemonade and they embrace.
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Then the father throws a big party, not to scorn

what the son had done but to celebrate his

return.

In this moment all is forgotten and the love of

the father outweighs the guilt and stupidity of

the son.

It is now time for us to rise up and go back to

the place where it all began. It is time to go

back to the place that you found love. It is

time to be the one that came back. God is

waiting, and the key is under the mat, and the

coffee is fresh and ready for a late night

conversation that leads to healing. God longs

for us in a way a lover longs for their

counterpart.

Some people will stay there, in the alleys and

ditches, thinking about home but never turning

back to go find it.

But we must come home.

There is a party waiting for us.
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[thirteen] Whiners and Winos

I don’t drink a lot of wine myself, but I have

friends that do. I never got into it because

the taste of wine always seemed too strong for

me. My first taste of wine was when I was 22

when my friend Aaron had bought a box of it and

offered me a glass. Since I had never drunk it

before, I just did what I always do while

drinking anything and took a nice big gulp,

quickly I learned that this is not the way you

drink wine. Apparently you are supposed to sip

wine, to let the flavors hit all of your

different taste buds, you are supposed to swirl

it around in the glass, and move your tongue in

strange ways so it hits all of your taste buds.

Perhaps it was the bad experience of the first

taste, or the complicated instructions on how to

drink it that lead me to not actually drinking

it much. I don't have to do silly things with

my tongue when I drink soda or beer, so I tend

to stick to those.
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The more I learn about Jesus the more I find out

that we are a bunch of whiners. I really feel

as though, as a group of people, we are the

children in the toy department crying on the

floor because our mother won't buy us the action

figure. Maybe I think this way because, as my

mother would agree, I was the boy in the toy

department crying on the floor. I am the baby

of the family, the youngest and probably most

unsuccessful of the bunch. I am a healthy mix

of two parts underdog, three parts

underachiever, and one part underestimated (and

maybe a half part easily forgivable, but that

doesn't start with "under"). I am child that

usually got what he wanted and there was nothing

a little temper tantrum or conning couldn't fix.

I was a lucrative dealmaker, promising clean

rooms and chores for money and toys. I once

bartered with my mom and dad good grades in

exchange for a church skip trip. Needless to

say, the chores, clean rooms, and good grades

usually never came through, but it was okay in

my eyes because I always reaped the benefits and

seldom faced the consequences. I am a firm

believe that part of your view of your parents,

especially the view of your father, always
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affects your view of God, and quite bluntly and

innocently I usually got what I wanted from my

parents. I like to view God sort of like that,

a God that you can make deals with and promise

future good behavior with, but I really don’t

think God is like that at all. It is probably a

good thing that I don't really know what I want

out of life, so I cant be making deals with God

in order to get them. However, I do find myself

whining a lot to friends, and to myself, that

life isn't as good as it ought to be. There is

always a want in life even though most of, if

not all, my needs have been met and have always

been met.

Food on the table.

Gas in the tank.

Blankets on the bed.

Roof over the head.

My life often reminds me of the Exodus in the

Bible. I think God has a specific destination

in mind, and that from the point I am right now

to that destination is only a few miles, but the

distractions along the way will cause me to

cross my own tracks, get distracted, and double

back for forty years or so before I will find
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the spot He had for me. There is that part of

the Exodus where food was literally falling from

the sky to meet their needs in the desert, and

they still complained. Almost every part of the

Exodus is magical in the way that God provides

for them in astounding ways. I know it is a

part of our heritage and bloodline, but the

people God was delivering in the Exodus whined

and complained just as we do today. God,

through His son Jesus, delivered and redeemed an

entire humanity for all time. He delivers us

food from the sky and magically brings double

cheeseburgers to the dollar menus of fast food

restaurants and we still complain. As people it

seems as though we always need one more thing to

put on our shelves. Adam and Eve needed the

taste of the fruit of just one more tree on

their tongue. The prodigal son needed a life

outside the farm that had provided for him since

he was born. We need the x and the y to fill

the non-existent void in our lives. Those

things are wants, not needs and if you have

spent anytime inside the walls of a church I'm

not saying anything new to you.

The story of the Exodus has been passed on for

thousands of years by word of mouth and now by a
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little dusty book sitting on our nightstand.

The reason it has been passed down is the same

for every other story that is being told today,

and everyday from the beginning of time: to

learn.

Jesus came and died on a cross so that every

wrongdoing we have ever done and ever will do is

forgiven. God saw the needs of His people so He

sent Jesus to meet those needs, just as He saw

with the people of the Exodus and how He found a

way to meet their needs. All God has ever done

from the beginning is give, and all we have ever

done is take, and while He is okay with that, we

ask for more and draw lines in the sand and make

deals to get more, but God doesn't work like

that. I do believe God blesses us, especially

us Americans with more than we need.

I used to work at a church a few years ago and

there was an incident that happened that would

eventually lead me to quit working there, and

eventually would lead me to dropping out of

Christian college, leaving my pursued major of

Youth Ministry behind. On more than one

occasion I sat in the office of our church and

listened to a phone conversations of something
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the staff there called "benevolence calls".

Basically, someone would call the church needing

something - food, or help on his or her bills,

that sort of thing. On more than one occasion

the benevolent caller was referred to a

different church or organization in town and was

forgotten about. Weeks later, the church I was

working for as an intern completely gutted out

and re-gutted and entire kitchen, complete with

ice machines and ovens and silverware. I

remember overhearing a kid in our youth group

telling someone he didn’t have any money in his

lunch account as school, and how he had been not

eating lunch for a few days. This kid wasn’t

just any other kid in the youth group either; he

was the first one there every Sunday to help do

whatever needed to be done. He stacked or un-

stacked chairs, filled up communion cups,

cleaned, helped set up sound equipment...I could

continue.

This is where my faith and religion were

beginning to become mixed.

This moment in my life where I was ironically

doing the thing I had always wanted to do was

the same moment I couldn't handle it.
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This is where my needs and wants collided into

some sort of Kingdom that wasn't being pursued

by my employer or by myself either.

There were people calling a church and asking

for food and being turned down as the church

spends thousands of dollars on a kitchen.

People, diligent people, in the church with out

enough food or money to provide a lunch at

school inside the walls of the very church that

was spending thousands of dollars on a kitchen.

I just couldn't take it anymore. I was whining

to God that I didn't have enough, and at the

same time pleading with God to provide for my

community. I didn't know what to do. I went up

to the high school and put twenty dollars in to

the kids account so he could eat, but I didn't

feel any better. I realized that the story of

the Exodus was happening right before my eyes,

but that a lot of the roles were switched.

People in my own community were begging with

needs while others in the same community ignored

those needs and met their wants. Redemption

wasn't found in a handout or a twenty-dollar

donation, and redemption still hasn't been

found. God's people are still wandering around,
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and will continue to wander around until they

quit whining loud enough to hear the quiet

pleads of the Kingdom's beggars.

The wine our Kingdom has been serving for so

long has become a watered down Kool-Aid. While

it may be plentiful, it is tasteless. The blood

Christ shed on the cross was pure and bitter and

beautiful and has met our needs from the very

moment it crept from his broken skin, while the

wine we serve is clouded with want. The body

and blood of Christ has become like milk and

cookies for our generation as we score the

benefits and develop a sweet tooth for all

things religious. We read scriptures about a

Kingdom who gives and meets needs while we

practice a kingdom that takes and has leftovers

to meet their own wants.

Let me make myself clear, I am not bitter

towards the church I worked for, nor am I bitter

towards the Church. I really have seen strides

into the right direction for a Church that is

trying to make a difference in the world. Just

like the story of the Exodus, we make mistakes

and get sidetracked but God is and always will

be there to guide us and lead us to the Kingdom
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that he has in store for us. There are places

in our world that are handing out the real blood

of Christ, wine so strong it will make you sick

and bread so bold it meets every need. Some of

us will always be whiners, thinking of the

things that could have been and always ready to

strike up a deal with God to get there, but

hopefully redemption will be found for those of

us who are winos, begging for just a drop of the

wine that is the blood of Christ.
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[fourteen] Always a Bridesmaid

I have only been in two weddings: a groomsman in

my brother’s wedding, and a ring bearer in my

sister’s.

I remember when I first heard the news that I

was going to be a ring bearer. I was pretty

young, so the first thought I had of what it

meant to be a ring bearer was that it had

something to do with bears. Once my mother

explained to me what it meant to be a ring

bearer, I began practicing my walk down the

isle. For some reason though, I thought that I

was supposed to walk like the bride, taking one

step at a time, bringing the feet together after

each step, and taking my sweet little time. So

I grabbed a pillow off of the couch and, for a

few months, practiced my walk down the hallway,

pretending to be in a tuxedo. The day of the

rehearsal finally came, and needless to say my

slow walk was politely nixed. Distraught, and
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perhaps because I was hungry and wearing a clip-

on tie, I didn’t pay any attention to the rest

of the rehearsal.

On the day of the wedding, while I was standing

in the lobby of the church, I flirted with the

idea of doing my walk anyways but kindly and

wisely decided against it. I remember being

very nervous because the pillow with the rings

on it was much smaller than my practice pillow,

and once I learned that the actual wedding rings

would be placed on them I began to develop the

usual sweat in my armpits that accompanies my

anxiety. I was cued to walk down the isle and

all I remember was starring down at the rings

waiting for one of them to fall off. I got to

the altar and waited. Since I hadn’t paid

attention during rehearsal I wasn’t sure what I

was supposed to do anymore. My walk was canned,

and I had delivered the rings like I had

practiced, but now I didn’t know where to go.

And so there I stood.

Frozen.
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It wasn’t until they kissed and were whisked

away that I finally moved, but probably only

because I had to get out of their way. I had

stood in front of the stage the entire wedding,

holding my pillow and smiling.

I had the best seat in the house.

In my brother’s wedding, I was much older, and

remember holding back tears as I stood on stage

(this time I was supposed to) and watched as he

and his wife exchanged vows.

I like to think that watching other people get

married is like watching slideshows from other

people’s vacations. It is fun for about five

pictures, but then you either wish that you were

there or you are just jealous and wish they’d

shut up. I really think the only people who

enjoy looking at vacation pictures are the

people that took them because it is the only

opportunity they have to brag about where they

were. I once sat and watched a slideshow of my

then-girlfriend’s parents who had just got back

from Seattle. I seemed to be the only person

capable of figuring out how to connect the

camera to the television, therefore leaving me
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in charge of changing the pictures in the

slideshow. It wouldn’t have been so bad if I

hadn’t had her mother show me the pictures as

soon as she got back, then again over dinner,

and once more to some one else. Each time she

described what was happening in the picture,

where it was taken, and why they were there.

Each picture had a story that by the time we

were looking at the pictures on the television,

I felt comfortable narrating. I even

interjected a few times, unnoticeably smart

aleck, and adding a few of the details she had

left out.

After being 35 pictures into the slideshow and

them still being on the plane in the timeline of

the trip, I was ready to shoot myself.

I get the same feeling whenever I hear stories

of people who find Jesus and get swept away by

Him. It is like watching their personal

slideshow, each picture accompanied by a story

or anecdote of them and Jesus saving the world.

I am, in fact, rather bitter but not because I

hate when people do good things or are intimate

with God, it is just that I am jealous because I

am not intimate with Him like they are. I get a
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little jealous of people who have the drive and

motivation to read their Bible and pray a lot,

and who talk about God like they actually know

Him. I just wish I were like them sometimes as

they talk about how Jesus and them have a

romance together but all I have is some silly

Christian shirt. It is a lot like standing in

front of a wedding chapel, only to a spectator,

close enough to feel the flame of the unity

candle, but far enough to still have chills.

I have friends that are 35 pictures deep into

their walk with Jesus and they are still showing

pictures of the airplane’s wing. Their journeys

are just beginning.

God provides a different kind of love that

encompasses all of the different types of love.

I am writing this book specifically about how

God’s love is very romantic and how He is

pursuing a relationship with us, but I could

also write a book about how God is a father to

us, and about how His love is very much like a

mother’s love, and so on. I really think that

we cannot push ourselves into loving God the way

we see someone else love God because His love is

so confusing and beautiful and so large that God
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has a very specific kind of love for us as

individuals. The way God loves me and nurtures

me will always be different from the way He

loves you. God is six billion kinds of love to

six billion different people. Each love is

unique and special, catered to the individual.

While the details of the romance may be unique,

the end result is always the same. I feel as

though God breathed life into us the second we

were born in a way of showing His love for us,

and soon after, He went off to the chapel in the

hills and stands and waits for us on the altar.

I’m not saying God is there in beginning and

leaves us, but I am saying that in a way God

breathes into us an invitation to come find Him

and the specific love He has created for us.

The path to the chapel is different for

everyone, and we will sometimes lean against a

tree to talk with someone who is going in a

completely different direction but with the same

destination, and somehow we will that we will

end up at the same place someday even though we

are walking on opposite paths.

I have been blessed with some really great

friends, some that I have found deep in the

woods, and they are so dirty and filthy it makes
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me blush. I have been even more blessed to be

in the chapels of their weddings with Christ and

watching them inhale that breath of life that

Christ offers.

As for me - I am a wanderer.

I assume one of these days I will settle down

with God, I will find Him and whisper in His

ear, “Yes ” as an answer to a proposal He asked

me many years ago. It’s not that I don’t love

God, I love Him very much, it is just that I

think I am kind of a woman when it comes to this

wedding…

Everything has to be perfect.

But not perfect in the way that I have to have

everything figured out, but just in the way that

I want to be able to return love in His

direction.

I am still lost in the woods looking for the

chapel.

It is the commitment that scares me. It is the

nightly talks of “forever ” that terrify me.
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Usually in a relationship when the girl (or I)

use the word “forever ” or “marriage ” the

relationship lasts about two more weeks because,

while it’s fun to talk about, it is a much more

difficult thing to do and it is very, very

scary. God’s exclusivity screams nothing but

“ forever ”, while my lack of commitment screams

nothing at all. I have found the chapel in the

forest, perched on the side of the mountain,

10,000 miles from that wall. I have walked in

to that chapel, heard the old lady playing the

song God wrote for me on the organ; the same

tune that has been stuck in my brain the whole

journey; the same song that I hum when I am

alone; the same song that God hummed to me as He

rocked me to sleep as a child; the same song I

have tried to write back with my life. I have

donned the dress, white as snow, white only

because of the blood that once stained it. I

have walked my practiced steps down the isle.

I have been there a few times actually, and just

when it’s time to pull the trigger, I have a few

things I do instead…

…Upon reaching the altar, I walk up to Jesus and

kiss his cheek to turn Him in to the authorities
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as I collect my reward. (I think we know how

that story ended.)

…Upon reaching the altar I choke up trying to

say my vows, never getting the “Until death to

us part ” stuff.

…Sometimes, I just stand at the altar and stare,

feet freezing until I can’t take it anymore and

just turn around and walk out.

But this is my path to Jesus, and I swear I will

wear that ring one day. I don’t advise this

path to anyone unless they love sleepless nights

and tearful prayers. Love is gut wrenching and

stupid, it is a thing that meets every need and

want and in the same swing destroys both of

them. It is the only thing that can mend the

things that it breaks.
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[fifteen] The Wedding

Once upon a time there was Nothing. Into the

Nothing-ness and void, God spoke existence.

Suddenly light, trees, mountains, balls of light

in the sky, animals in the air, land, and sea,

were placed into that Nothing. But the Nothing

was still nothing until God created man. Up

until this point the Nothing was just something

without meaning, but the moment God breathed

into Adam, God's existence on this Nothing was

present. Adam, and the very breath of our

Creator, stepped into the Nothing. God, seeing

the nothing in Adam's heart, created Eve to turn

Adam's nothing into something. And just as Adam

brought something into the Nothing, so Eve

brought something into the nothing of Adam.

Just as God had loved Adam, Adam loved Eve.

We are early on in this story, but deceit crept

in and separated God and Adam. A tree in the

center of their garden, a tree of knowledge,
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held fruit on its branches with evil in its

juices. This tree and this fruit would

eventually draw a circle around God that no one

could enter, not even Adam. But God and Adam

walked through the garden together until the day

the snake climbed the tree and filled the ears

of the Nothing's destined couple with lies. Eve

and Adam ate the fruit, thus drawing the circle

around God that would remain for many years to

follow.

Years later, in endless attempts, God would long

to rekindle his romance with the people of

Nothing. Adam and Eve were long since gone, but

God's love stretched as far and deep as the

oceans He himself had made. When His people

were in trouble, God rescued them. When they

needed Him the most, He found them. When they

needed to hear His voice, He sent messages with

His words to let His people know that He had not

forgotten them. When the Nothings were held

captive, He bailed them out. When they thought

He was gone, He proved that He had never left,

and that He wasn't going anywhere.

But God was still inside the circle and could

only watch as His people could only step to the
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edge of that circle. They would converse

together until some could even feel the warmth

of His breath. But God was still separated by

the circle that the Nothings had created. So

God decided to leave the circle that separated

Him from His people, and He chose to enter in

through the very same garden He and Adam had

walked through so many years before through His

son, Jesus.

But when Jesus came back, His people expected

Him to come swords with blazing. Ready to kill

anyone not obedient to Him. They soon realized

that their knight they had been waiting for was

less of a knight bearing a sword, and more of

Knight in shining armor, a Knight ready to

romance His people back into relationship.

Rather than killing anyone outside the circle

that had separated them for so long, God made

the circle bigger and included everyone inside

of it. In the form of an innocent baby, God

came back to the garden, back into the Nothing

by way of Jesus. When the people wanted war,

Jesus pushed grace and peace. When the people

wanted to be exclusive, Jesus became inclusive.

When the people questioned Jesus' motives and

reality, He showed them the Way and the Truth.
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When the people wanted an easy way to live,

Jesus told them to take up their crosses and

follow. They wanted a king to show up in armor,

ready to take down the throne, but what they got

was a King who subversively and very quietly

showed up in a chapel somewhere in a tuxedo,

waiting on His bride.

…

I don't know a lot about energy and momentum,

but I assume it takes more energy to get

something going than to keep it going.

The same is true with life.

It takes more energy and effort to start from a

dead stop than to coast through towns, ignoring

traffic signs and pedestrians.

Why is it that whenever I envision myself in a

literal journey through life, I always picture

it in the dense woods? Why can't my journey be

on well-lit highways or in some McDonald's Play

Place? Why is it that the journey of life takes

place in something far more dark and mysterious?
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Why is it that there are no paths in my sight?

No guides? No cell phones? Why do I never have

a machete to chop down the brush blocking my

view? It's bad enough to have no idea where I

am going, but to not be able to see adds a whole

new element. Why is it that in my visions I am

seen wandering around, traveling in circles?

Why is it that, upon reaching my destination, I

see Jesus standing outside of a homemade hut and

never anything spectacular?

As a child, I once had a dream of two

doorframes. Each doorframe had no door, and

both were placed about ten feet from one another

in an endless white space. I would build a door

on one frame, and walk over to the next and

begin building a door there, and as it was being

set in place, someone would come in and run in a

complete circle and screaming to break down both

of the doors in the process. The dream lasted a

long time, and I can still hear the sound of the

person screaming and running through the doors

sometimes in the sound of silence. I think I

see life this way; a constant building of doors

and covering my tracks, even though the doors

lead to nothing and someone will always be there

to break them down.
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I like wandering around in the forest. I

suppose it kind of sucks, because I have no idea

where I am going, but at the same time I am

going somewhere. I think in the end of this

journey I will find Jesus standing by His little

hut and He will invite me in for bread and wine.

I imagine we will watch a short film about where

I will be off to next, and I think he will hand

me a parka or something and tell me I best get

going.

Somehow...in some weird way...I love that about

Jesus. I love the fact that I will never be

done wandering. I will never be done getting

pissed off about being lost, and I'll never be

done wandering from hut to hut to find the next

destination. Some people see their journey with

God as a race, others a relationship, and some

see it as a side-by-side stroll through the

park. While all of those suit them just fine, I

like my vision a little better. As Helen Keller

says, "Life is either a great adventure or

nothing." I see my journey with and for Christ

in the same way, a grand, never ending, always

changing adventure. Like a puppy in a new home,

everything is new and everything is interesting.
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The more you wander through the wild, the more

you cross paths with other people on their

journeys. Some will be headed in opposite ways,

but hopefully we will all have time for each

other's stories. Some people will be defeated,

sitting against a tree; others will be broken

down, waiting for help. It is our job to find

these people. And while we bounce from hut to

hut thinking that they are the destination,

Jesus smirks every time we swap stories with

another journeyman, or to place a hand on the

broken. We are all in this together. We are

all wandering around with aimless purpose. The

journey is not about the hut-to-hut adventure,

but it is about what happens in between point A

and point B. Even though we catch up with Jesus

at the huts, it is really between the points

that we find Jesus. It is between the points

where we see Him more clearly and understand Him

more dearly. It is between the points that

Jesus' face becomes meshed with the faces of our

brothers and sisters, our friends and our

enemies. Our journey through the wild is our

destination to grace.

I say the journey never ends, but I assume one

day we are going to be on our journey and
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realize that we need a companion. I think

during one adventure we will stumble upon an old

chapel and walk down the isle.

I think Jesus has waited at the end of that isle

in the chapel for thousands of years now waiting

for anyone to find it. I think some have come

and married Him, and I think others have sat on

the back row of this fairy tale and thought that

they were close enough to the altar, but they

were never close enough to recite vows. Some

people have probably even stepped up onto the

altar, placed their cross down and began

reciting their vows, only to get choked up and

get cold feet halfway through the forever parts.

I don’t think that we can just show up to the

chapel of our wedding with Christ, I think it is

the end of a journey for us. I think we can try

forever as humans to obtain a perfect

relationship with Jesus, but I don't think we

will ever find it. I have a bunch of friends

who beat themselves up over not being able to

read their Bible everyday or pray everyday and

things like that. Don't get me wrong, I think

those things are very important, but when it

starts to get militant and you feel forced, I
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don’t think that's exactly what Jesus wants. I

think we should know the Bible and study the

Bible, but I don’t think we should shove it down

our throats, rather I think we should breathe it

in. Jesus does not want us to love Him by

cramming in all we can and forcing it, but I

think He wants us to crave Him and romance us.

I think He wants to have long conversations with

us rather than us trying to figure Him out based

on rumors we have heard about Him. I think so

many of my friends lose interest in God because

they think they are forced to love Him in a way

they learned about in church. Once again, I

think those are great ways to get to know Jesus

and all, but I think there are so many other

ways to fall in love with Him. No two couples

fall in love the same way, each one has their

own thumbprint of romance separate from any

other way, and I think Jesus is no different. I

think He has given us trails in the garden to

come and find Him, but I think once we find Him

we cut through the trees into unmarked

territory, chopping at the brush with a machete.

I think we will go on running through this brush

for years, sometimes losing Him from lagging

behind, sometimes He will tell us stories about

how He had been to this spot before with someone
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else and I think sometimes we will sit for weeks

in one spot and just be.

I dated this girl for a long time and I used to

tell her that she drove me crazy sometimes

because she couldn’t just be. She was always

doing something, always moving around, always

looking to progress the situation. We

eventually broke up, and I wouldn't be surprised

if, at the root of it all, this was the problem.

I wanted to sit at the campfire and eat s'mores

and breathe in the night, she wanted to go

explore the places we hadn't been yet. I think

in this journey in the garden, God has no real

agenda, no real route planned out. I think He

just moves at the pace that He wishes and I

think these are the moments, as Christians, we

get frustrated.

I think we want to know it all, we want to have

the route mapped out and highlighted. We want

to know when we will get to the destination and

more specifically where that destination is. I

think if we try and live our lives like this,

this way of trying to know everything, we will

become very discouraged and upset because God

will never reveal those things to us. We will
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try to find the path on our own and maybe wander

from God for a few hours thinking we know he

way, but those hours turn into nights and weeks

without a real guide. The moment we decide we

can do the journey alone is the same moment God

just keeps moving along the intended way. The

longer we wander away with out Him, the harder

it is to find Him again. The truth is that a

lot of people are just wandering in the garden

and have wandered so far away from God that they

aren’t even sure they want to start looking for

Him again because they know the journey will be

hard alone.

I see kids at the mall and in a lot of public

places with those leashes on them, the ones that

they have disguised to look like fun backpacks

but are really just child leashes. I suppose I

have nothing against these contraptions, I'm

just saying I'm glad God doesn't work like that.

I mean, I guess it would be nice to have Him tug

us back into place every once in a while when we

start wandering off, but for the most part I'm

glad I'm not bound by a leash, however life

would be easier if I were. I do believe that

God would rather hold our hand through the

garden as opposed to making us wear a leash.
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But I have sweaty palms mixed with A.D.D. and

sometimes I just need to let go and explore, and

I think that God is okay with that.

I don't have kids, and so I can't imagine losing

one at a zoo or something. I can’t imagine one

just letting go of my hand and saying that they

can do it on their own, much like we do with

God.

My mother will occasionally mention that the

saddest day for her as a mother was the day that

I stopped wanting to be rocked in her rocking

chair. Especially with me being the youngest of

three, it brought her much pain they day I

decided I was too old, or too big, to be rocked.

As far back as I can remember our family has

always had at least one rocking chair in the

living room. When I was really young, I used to

sit on my mother's lap as she watched soap

operas after I came home from my half day of

kindergarten. I remember other times she would

be reading those cheesy romance novels and I

would try to read them with her but she read so

fast that I could only read a few sentences or

maybe a paragraph before she would turn the

page. That was probably for the best anyways.
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I remember in the winter we would sit underneath

a blanket as she rocked me. I would slide down

under the blanket like a snake, slithering from

her lap until I hit the floor. I would lie

there for a few minutes, pretending to be dead

and thinking she hadn't noticed, before

slithering back up, as stealthily and awkwardly

as I could muster up. The rocking chair was the

place of refuge and redemption for me. Whether

we had just fought or I had just scraped my

knee, my mother's rocking chair was home.

The gentle sway, back and forth, of the rocking

chair brings me back to those times. If I’m not

thinking about it, I sometimes catch myself,

even in stationary chairs, rocking back and

forth mimicking it's sway when I get nervous or

worried. I can remember putting my ear to my

mother's chest, as she would hum old church

hymns and songs she made up. Even though my

mother and I don’t rock anymore, I can still

remember specific, beautiful details of when she

did. Things like the way she smelled and her

body temperature.

Like I said, I don't have kids and so I don't

know what its like when they grow up, but I
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assume it would be heartbreaking for a child to

one day stop doing something they and the mother

had shared for years.

A few weeks after my brother and his wife had

Cavin, I watched my mother rock her grandson in

the chair in the living room. It brought a

certain youth back to my mother's eyes and I

could tell she had been waiting a long time to

rock someone.

I assume the feeling God gets when we decide to

let go of His hand is very similar to the one my

mom gets whenever I decide I was too old to be

rocked. Like we have taken off our training

wheels and decided to go see the rest of the

neighborhood, out of sight from mother's

watchful eye. And like I said earlier, I think

this is a natural process in being a Christian.

I also assume that the feeling my mom got when

she held her grandson in the rocking chair is a

lot like that feeling God has when we decide to

come home.

I wish I could tell you an easy way of holding

God's hand all the way through the garden and up

into the chapel where His son is waiting for us.
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I wish I could share with you a 5-step process

of not letting go. I wish there was an easy way

of finding God once we lose Him in the garden,

or suggest a GPS system or something. But I

think the beauty of life is found in these

moments of searching and trying to keep up. But

God has a funny way of being elusive from us but

there with us at the same time. If we were

perfect humans, living would be pointless on

earth because we'd already be in Heaven

basically. But in this beautiful backwards

Nothing, God has decided to woo us, and have us

chase after Him, like a man chases after a

woman. I was talking to my friend one time

about all of the crazy things guys do just to

get the attention of girls. I guess since

chivalry and real manliness are both dying acts

of art, we don't see this quite as much today.

But we also talked about how girls kind of egg

it on, like they want a chase from the guy; that

in all realit, they like the guy and would date

him, but they have this feeling of being wanted.

Minus the manipulation, I think God is the same

way. He wants us to want Him as much as we want

Him to want us. If God didn't long for us, He

would have never put the tree with the bad fruit

in the middle of the garden, and He never would
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have given us our inheritance and allowed us to

leave home. Its crazy to think that God longs

for us, but I really think He does.

Put yourself in the story now:

You have spent years in the garden wandering

what seemed to be aimlessly through life without

a compass and only guided by the stars. In this

fairytale, we are searching for the happily ever

after, but we often find ourselves never happily

after God. God has kept you on your toes for

the most part along this journey, sometimes

running ahead, sometimes hanging back looking at

waterfalls and mountains. But the last few days

He has slowed down and you have slowed with Him.

You get the feeling that maybe the destination

is close, but you have lived long enough to know

that you shouldn't go running off alone to try

and find it.

Days later you come upon a small white chapel in

the middle of the garden. You soon realize that

this is the middle of the garden. Next to the

chapel is the tree that Eve picked the fruit off

of so many years ago. The tree has been picked

clean from our sins and old lovers from our
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lifetime. The story has come full circle. You

walk into the chapel as the cute old lady is

playing your song. Everyone in the room stands

up as you walk in. And you walk down the isle,

recite your vows, and God places a ring on your

finger.

A life spent searching, wandering, using God,

loving other things, and all the other bull that

life has thrown at us has all come down to this

moment. God says He loves you, says that you

are forgiven, and you dance around the old

chapel for the first time.

I think life is full of these crazy

relationships and sins and distractions

specifically for this moment with God. A moment

where we can finally realize that it was all

meant to be. If I have learned one thing in my

life, it's that relationships aren’t easy; in

fact they are full of crap most of the time.

And being single, I don't know what it's like to

find the one God has intended for me, I don't

know what it's like to walk down an isle to

finally be with my one and only. Just as I

don't know what its like to be intimate with my

Creator, I don't know what it's like to slip on
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the wedding band with Him and to say “I do. ”

I would like to say that I said it a long time

ago to God, but if you look at my life it really

says something else. I think God and I are

probably just engaged right now, and I don't

think we will be married until I die and we can

finally be with each other. I think that's the

point of this whole book. Everything up to

death is just an earthly relationship with a

heavenly creator. And that's okay. We have to

go through those things in order to finally

understand what a real relationship with Jesus

is going to be like - a relationship where we

can finally love Him unconditionally in return.

A relationship down here on earth is just a

prelude to an intimacy in heaven. Both are

good. Both are necessary and confusing. This

life and this love is just a build up to an

intimacy with God where you both live happily

ever after.



 



 



 

A Toast

I would like to raise my glass to the following

people in an acknowledgement of who they are and

for all they have done for me:

To my mother for everything you’ve done for me

and for raising such a problem child to be a

halfway decent person. I can trace my

spirituality back to you and for that I am

forever thankful. You taught me the greatest

life lesson of all, you made God’s grace real to

me down here.

To my brother and his family, here’s to 24 more

years of stirring up the lint together and

moving through life.

To Jesse - my childhood friend. I don’t think

that there is a single person in my life right

now that compliments my life quite like you.

Every time we get together great things happen.



 

Some of my fondest and most beautiful moments in

life have been shared with you and I hope that

never ceases. I don’t think there’s a soul on

this earth that I could have such great and

meaningful conversations with and two minutes

later be cracking “ that’s what she said jokes ”

together without missing a beat. Once we get

going we can’t stop…which is…in fact…what she

said. (4OT).

To Stefanie Ward and Jennie for giving me the

bravery to write this, and for keeping me in

check with encouraging words.

To my Skyline community, I love you all. Even

though I sit in the back, alone, and with my

arms crossed, there is nowhere else I would

rather be. You guys found me in a place and

time where I was ready to give up on the whole

show, but you have turned me to grace and peace.

To Hannah, for making me chase my dreams and

realizing that I was holding myself back, thank

you for stirring my imagination.

To “Elle ”, I love you so very much and you

will never understand God’s grace for you, lets

keep it that way.



 

To the Barrett’s, I don’t even know where to

begin. Your family means so much to me, thank

you for taking me in mentoring me in a lot of

things.

To Lindsey, add this to your collection of books

to smell. I hardly know you, but thank you for

giving me one of the greatest days of my life,

Goonies never say die. Plus, if I am going to

make a toast then it has to be with Oregon beer.

(And don’t hate me for all the grammar mistakes;

I’ll have you edit the second one.)

To Bui, Melissa, Cameron, Hinkle, Dillon, Erin,

Shala, Sam, Byrun, Chad, Kelsey, Meagan, Mark,

Judy, and the rest of my friends and family –

THANK YOU for making my life feel like an actual

life and for encouraging me to write. Thank

you, from everything inside of me, you guys are

the best.

To the rest of my family, what is there to say?

You are family…I love you.

And to Dan Cook, my old youth pastor. I miss

you very much man, but just know that my story



 

would be very different if it weren’t for you.

You made God real to me, you encouraged me to go

find Him myself, and even though I am still

looking, I feel as though I’d be lost without

your help.

I love you all very much.



 



 

To stay connected with Mitchell

Richards, follow these links:

Twitter.com/MitchRichards

Facebook.com/MitchellRichards

MitchellRichards.com

And search for the Mitchell Richards

Words Facebook Fan Page.



 

I think I quoted the song, “Amazing Grace ” by

John Newton, it was published in 1770. It is

sung in many churches all over the world, and

has been rearranged brilliantly by the band The

Almost, in their album “Southern Weather ”

released in 2007 by Tooth and Nail Records.

I also think I quoted “The Message ” version of

the Bible. It is pretty good stuff, you should

read it. The New Edition edition was published

in 2007 by NavPress.

That John Mayer quote on page 147 – He tweeted

that via Twitter, so I don’t think there is a

proper way to cite that.

Any stories in this book are usually true, they

may be exaggerated ever so slightly, and the

names of the characters in the stories may be

changed to protect the innocent…or guilty.

To my English teachers: This is not a proper

works cited page…deal with it.


